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PRANK A WINSLOW
Subscriptions 13 00 per year payable 
ln advai.ee; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula­
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY 
The Rockland Gazette was estab­
lished In 184G. Tn 1874 the Courier was 
established and consolidated with the 
Gazert'* in 1832. The Free Press was 
established ln 1855 and in 1891 changed 
Its name to the Tribune. These papers 
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Good-will, like a good name. -• 
••• Is the result of many acts, and •» 
•»• can be lost by one. —■
— —Oeorge P. Hoffman —••
Liked Rockland
The officers and crew of the U. 
S. S. Ycrktown greatly enjoyed 
themselves during the ship's recent 
visit to this port. Capt. E. D. Mc-i 
Whorter. commanding the York­
town. writes thus to Commander 
Austin P. Brewer of Winslow-Hol-| 
brook Post:
In behalf of the officers and men 
of this vessel I wish to thank you 
and the local Amer‘"yn Legion Post 
for the enjoyable dance given Sat­
urday night and the cordial recep­
tion and entertainment afforded us 
during out stay in Rockland. We 
greatly appreciate the interest you 
have shown and your generosity in 
allowing our men the use of the 
American Legion Hall. I am sure 
that It afforded them many pleas­
ant hours while ashore.
Miss Mildred Moody has created 
several fine free-hand Christmas 
scenes for Crockett's 5 & 10 cent 
store, which add great joy to the 
holiday season.
FAIR, SALE, AND 
SUPPER
THURSDAY, DEC. 8 
G. A. R. HALL
BEANO IN THE EVENING
APRON STRING REVOLT GOLD FROM THE SEA
[ EDITORIAL I
Tuesday
Issue
.4
Only This Is Not the Jernegan Kind—It’s the 
Story of Little Fishes “Biled In He”
A few years ago a down east town 
vetoed a certain road building 
proposition, and lt had a far reach­
ing effect. The road would have 
been constructed as a W.P.A. pro­
ject. and an industry of much im­
portance to the town would have 
been benefited.
The outcome was that the con­
cern moved its plant lock, stock and 
barrel, and the industry became a 
Rockland institution, employing ln 
a single year more than 400 per- 
j sons, known today as the Ramsdell 
J Packing Company.
The town has long since repented 
its hasty action, but the company 
Left to right—third row: Joseph Dondis, Inez Bowley, Ralph Cowan, ]cng since became acclimated to 
Felloe Perry, George Robishaw. Second row: William Weed, Patricia Rockland. It likes our city and the 
Hall. James Jordan, Maxine Perry. James Hamilton. Third row: Katherine city likes the concern.
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a tremendous interest in boys and ton Jack. Mr. Wade and Miss Mar­
in the per onable Elizabeth is the tin. and a messenger boy. The m Ue-. has never kft hu
cause of bringing this rebellion to play is coached by Allston Smith, rostrlls and‘ at thp
a climax with the result that David a newcomer to the Rockland High years he had saved e h m
runs away and everyone is In a School faculty. |to embolden him go lnU> the
■ sardine business for himself.
A Rearing Station The Elks Memorial “ “4S.
Which Will Provide Lois of An Interesting Program.1 S’
Lobsters If Plans Work 
Out Right
Having obtained a Federal grant 
of $12,944 to add to $20000 appropri­
ated by Legislature for a lobster 
rearing station. Sea and Shore Fish­
eries Commissioner Arthur R 
Greenleaf said that actual con-
moment tiie odor of herring “biled,
With Exceptional Eulogy amount, and together they made 
By Dr. John Smith Lowe i their start in the sardine game. New sardine factories require
Rockland Lodge. BPOE., lost lumber. so Mr Ramsdell went to
three members by death the past 081813 and wl,h thc confidence of 
youth ordered the necessary .ma- 
ytar—Carl W. Moffitt, Austin M terials **
Moody and William E. Mank. In “I'm obliged to tell you," he said 
their honor, and ln honor of the to the dealer, “that I have no 
struction of the plant would be other absent Brothers, memorial money to pay tor it."
started before Jan. 1. Bids for con- exercises were held at the Home 
struction of a building 100 x 50 feet Sunday afternoon. This program 
will be let out and the contract
& Ramsdell—the former being the 
only other surviving partner of tiie 
four original owners—bought the 
shop at a very favorable figure in 
1904. The following year the 
American Can Company located at 
Lubec and began making cans. 
Mawhinney & Ramsdell bought 
from that concern cans and other 
equipment and from that time 
found it easier to operate. The 
firm ran the factory until the win­
ter of 1910-11 and then bought 1 
■ another factory of about the same 
j capacity at the village. In the fall 
of 1917 Mr. Ramsdell became the 
sole owner of the two plants. In 
1919 Mr. Ramsdell removed his 
plant at the head of Johnson's Bay 
tc Lubec village and combined the j 
two, and operated there until 1923 | 
And then the tall man -whom j 
they call "Shorty" had a hunch. | 
The hunch told him that it was j 
going to be an off year for herring 
around Lubec and he began looking 
westward to Brooklyn where the 
supply seemed more uniform. The 
' result of his survey was the pur- | 
chase of the Farnsworth Packing '
I Company, in 1923. It proved a suc­
cessful season there.
Another sardine concern which 
did not have such a happy hunch 
booked up 250.000 or 300.000 cases I 
j at the price of the previous year. I 
| only to find itself facing a flshless 
summer and obliged to make de­
liveries on the basis of $4 50. The 
concern lost $1.25 a case that sea­
son and next winter its property 
was offered for sale.
R. J. Peacock, A. C. Ramsdell and , 
ethers bought the Seacoast outfit J 
in 1924 and operated It until 1932. 
when it was liquidated.
Meantime in 1928. Mr. Ramsdell j 
J had built a factory in Portland to' 
) take advantage of the cheaper J 
1 freight, and because the supply of 
herring was more uniform. This 
| factory Is still in operation, having 
j been run continuously by Mr. Rarns- 
t dell since its erection.
SOUTH AMERICA'S FRIENDSHIP 
William Lavarre. a writer who spent 15 years in Latii^ America.
is contributing a series of articles to (he Bangor Daily News, warning 
Americans of the Nazi-Fascist invasion of the countries which lie 
south of the Panama Canal, lie tells how Hitler, “goose-stepping 
through Central Europe, enroute lo the Mediterranean, is intent on 
a Napoleonic conquest.” According to Lavarre the other nations 
—particularly the United States, England, France and Russia—must 
be cut off from South America's vast storehouse of war materials and 
from the South American trade channels, lavarre finds abundant 
evidence that the Nazis are laying plans to break up the Good Neigh­
bor policy which the United States is attempting to foster with South 
America, and it is a safe guess that German emissaries will have 
their ears to the ground while the Inter-Ameriean Conference is in 
progress at Lima. Peru. Presidents Coolidge, Hoover and F. D. Roose­
velt have done much to cement the friendly spirit between the two 
Americas, but in the light of present day developments it is easy to see 
that sueh a relationship should have begun to exist—not 15 or 21) 
years ago. hut before the influences across the sea should have gained 
sueh a strong foothold in the avenues of trade, and with a possible 
view to eventual wars. The United States must work fast and pro­
gressively to counteract sueh influences, and to attain the standing 
whiih we should have with the Latin-American countries.
THE MILITANT COUGHLIN
Father Charles E. Coughlin's broadcasts continue to furnish a 
bone of contention. The uutspoken Catholic priest lashes out unre­
strainedly against what he classes as the forces of evil, and has 
mapped out lor himself the somewhat hurculran task of adjusting 
troubles in whatever corner of the globe they arise. Even Herr Hitler 
would shrink al that job. But he has his advocates and there's no 
questioning the staunchness or sincerity of their barking. The Phila- 
d< Iphia radio station W'DAS learned that Sunday when, upon can­
celling the Coughlin broadcast, the station found itself surroundrd 
by hundreds of protesting citizens. The cancellation was said to 
have been occasioned by the fact that Father Coughlin had refused 
to submit his address before broadcasting.
A MAMMOTH CHRYSANTHEMUM 
Knox County members of several garden clubs must be agog over
the new ehrysMithemum which has been named "Astrid." after the 
Scandinavian goddess of laive and Beauty. From a small, single 
stem routed divisiun, of the Astrid Chrysanthemum he produced out 
of doors in 17 months, a plant 18 feet in circumference and bearing 
over 6000 blooms during October. This mammoth plant is thought to 
be the largest chrysanthemum plant the world has ever known. It 
was bred by A. B. Katkamier of Macedon, N. Y. Mr. Katkamier's 
experience as a horticulturist taught him that all types of vegetation 
need an abundance of water for complete development and he gave the 
Astrid plant three gallons of water daily for three months preceding 
the flowers. Then the plant was given double the amount of water 
daily. No fertilizer of any kind was used. The Astrid is the fore­
runner of a new family of Chrysanthemums, characterized by a 
geranium-shaped leaf of a waxy, deep green color. The buds are a 
rich old rose color which changes to a delicate aprieot pink as the 
petals expand. 'I he flower is nearly two inches in diameter with a 
brilliant golden renter.
yx -«■»’ • dmx ■ -4
! “The Black Cat”
By The Roving Reporter
BASKETBALL
COMMUNITY ALL STARS 
vs.
BOOTHBAY HARBOR 
and
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL 
vs.
COMMUNITY TROJANS 
Tuesday Night, 7.30 
Community Building
Admission lOr and 25c
145-148
awarded within a few days, he said.
Work of preparing and equipping 
the interior will be by day labor
The building will be put up on a 
site, near the Federal Hatchery, 
which has been leased from the 
Government for 99 years.
was presented:
THE PROGRAM
Exalted Ruler and Ekqulre 
Invocation
Lodge Chaplain. Cleveland Sleeper 
Selection-Trumpet—Holy City 
Dudley Harvey
Roll Call
— i— j—I Exalted Ruler and SecretaryThe new plant will be designed lo Orchestra Selection 
produce 3.500.000 fourth stage lob­
sters annually.
Managers of the Home for Aged 
Wcmen meet tomorrow at the home 
of Mrs. Edwin L. Brown.
R. H. S. SENIOR CLASS
PRESENTS
“APRON STRING REVOLT
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, DEC. 8-9
HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
CURTAIN AT 8.15 
ADMISSION 25c AND 40c
Seats checked at 4 P. M. Dec. 7. 8 and 9 at Chisholm's and at the 
High School
145-147
V
You would like to see, hear and compare the swing 
of today and the type and style of music played 25 
to 50 years ago;
Y'ou have wondered what these modern dances 
celled The Shag. Truckin’, Lambeth Walk, Big 
Apple, etc., are all about;
Y’cu have never witnessed a rpectacular “Snow Ball 
Dance”;
You would enjoy seeing couple after couple bo n 
old and young, dancing hour after hour to two fine 
orchestras;
You wculd like five solid hours of fine entertain­
ment for only 40 cents;
Whether ycu care to dance cr not, attend the 
Battle of Music Thursday Night at 8 o'clock
At Community Building 146"lt
BOXING SMOKER
AT OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM, ROCKLAND 
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, DEC. 7—AT 8.30
MAIN BOUT—EIGHT ROUNDS 
SEMI-FINAL—SIX ROUNDS TOP PRELIM—SIX ROUNDS 
TWO FOUR ROUNDERS 
FIVE GOOD FIGHTS—PLENTY OF ACTION!
COME AND RE CONVINCED
General Admission 40 Cents Ringside 75 Cents
Reservations On Sale At The Corner Drug Store 146* lt
Altar Exercises
Exalted Ruler and Lodge Officers
Solo—Selected
Emma lHarvcy
Eulogy
Rev Dr. John Smith Lowe 
AULD LANG SYNE
Should auld acquaintance be forgot 
And never bro't to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot 
And days of au'd lang syne.
Refrain
For auld lang syne, my dear.
For auld lang syne;
We ll tak' a cup o' kindness yet 
For auld lang syne.
Benediction
Lodge Chaplain. Cleveland Sleeper
No money!" gasped the lumber 
i dealer. "How do you expect to pay 
.for it?"
“Oh! I'll pay. all right." was the 
i young man's answer, "just let us 
get started, and you will see.”
The lumber dealer was impressed. 
"Damn you." I believe you are 
, honest, and I am going to let you 
have it. anyhow" And thus the 
factory w’as built.
“I was the partner who had the 
most gall," said Mr. Ramsdell. yes­
terday. recalling the incident, “and 
! that's why they sent me to Calais." 
i The new factory was a two-story 
building. 28x160 feet. The herring 
were hoisted by hand from the boats 
I end wheeled in baskets to the cut- 
■ ting shed. The concern hired only 
75 persons and the wages were 
small—15 cents and hour, 10 cents 
, a case for packing. 5 cents a box 
for cutting fish and 2H cents a
The eulogy by Rev. Dr. John or fiw flakes' The concern
' . , . | packed 20,000 to 25.000 cases a yearSmith Lowe was a most impressive . . . .. __end always made its pay days. Thc 
tribute and held the closest at- a(, the ©nd of 10 years was
tentlon of those who had gathered soid to the Seacoast Packing Com- 
to participate in the exercises, j pany of Chicago, taking half cash 
Exalted Ruler Robert Brewer con­
ducted the service in an able man­
ner.
i Charles McIntosh was chairman 
of the program.
and half stock.
Mr. Ramsdell worked with the 
Seacoast three years, until the con­
cern got into difficulties and sold 
to New York parties. Mawhinney
AN OUTSTANDING CHRISTMAS
WALKER
APPROVED
HEATING
PAD
SPECIAL!
iWSBSPSiittlk
i
Regularly $2.95
now $i 99
• Three-Heat Control.
• Separate Rubber Cover.
C£HTRJ
POWEI
IAINE
JMPANY
Another Ideal Gift at a Big Saving!
146-147
And just prior to embarking in 
the Portland enterprise. 1927, to be 
! exact, Mr. Ramsdell bought the 
Mansfield Packing Company's plant 
in Jonesport. which had been 
placed on the market. He bought 
t< good advantage, dismantled the 
factory and moved it to Portland.
In the fall of 1934 Mr. Ramsdell 
came to Rockland to see what the 
situation might offer. Rockland 
didn't know it, but it was enter­
taining an "angel" unawares that 
■ day. The sardine magnate liked th" 
lay of the land and saw in the 
Fine Kilns property the exact site 
he wanted for a new factory. Pera- 
phrasing a well known expression: 
he came, he saw and he bought.
In the furtherance of a factory 
such as he desired, he dismantled 
his plant at Brookline, and stuffed 
the materials here, together with 
the materials which came from his 
dismantled plant at Lubec.
“It was a good move when I 
came to Rockland,” Mr. Ramsdell 
told The Courier-Gazette reporter, 
adding that he guessed he must be 
pretty lucky, as he had never made 
many moves which were not al- 
; ways a step ahead.
Until the present season his Rock­
land factory has always operated 
successfully and his high grade 
product has found a ready market. 
The past season was not a success 
for anybody, os fish were very 
scarce, and the pack was less than 
half that of former years.
The years 1917 and 1918 were 
the hpst ones for the sardine in­
dustry in this country because the 
World War was on and the coun­
tries across the sea were not ship­
ping their product to America. Thc 
imported fish come mainly from 
Norway—about 600.000 cases a year.
The country's consumption of 
sardines averages 1.650,000 cases. 
This year's pack in Maine was about 
675.000 cases, split up evenly be­
tween Portland and Eastport.
Mr. Ramsdell in his nearly half a 
century of sardine experience has 
seen the price soar as high as $6 25 
a case for ordinary keyless quarter 
oils—this during war time. Normal 
price is about $3.25 but this year 
it has jumped to $4 because of the 
scarcity of the fish.
"I have also seen sardines sell 
as low as $2 a case," said Mr Rams­
dell.'' That was In 1907 or 1908. as 
I remember and was due to over­
production."
Mr. Ramsdell has paid as high 
as $5.25 a bushel for herring, and 
back in 1893 could buy all he wanted 
at 3*4 cents a bushel, because the 
coast was swarming with them, and 
at Johnson's Bay where he was then 
operating they were so thick you 
could almost walk upon them. But
SHOOTING AFFAIR SUNDAY
Beverly .Harmon. 15. of 117 Park 
street is a patient at Knox Hospital 
whither she was taken Sunday aft­
ernoon suffering from a bullet 
wound in the right side of her neck 
said to have been inflicted by Alaric 
Pearson, a State ward, who makes 
his home with a family on Oliver 
street.
According to Patrolman Myron 
Drinkwater who investigated the 
case the bullet came from a 38- 
calibre revolver which the boy was 
examining in the Harmon quarters,
and which he said he was going 
to trade
According to the story Pearson 
knew there was one cartridge in 
the weapon, but thought he had 
passed The chamber which held it
A further investigation is being 
made.
Dr. G. W. Soule was the attending 
physician.
At the Hospital this morning it 
was said that the girl had a com­
fortable night and that her con­
dition was good.
The Kiwanis Club
Al McCoy, Guest Speaker, 
Gives Interesting Views 
Of Football Coach
The guest speaker last night at 
the Kiwanis meeting was Al McCoy, 
coach of the Colby College football 
team. He delivered an inspiring 
half hour address followed by pic­
tures of this year's games and an­
swered numerous questions from 
the audience.
Coach McCoy prefaced his talk 
with some worth while suggestions 
to the High School boys some of 
whom were present as guests. He 
stressed the fact that too many 
boys desired a college training who 
were not qualified under the restric­
tive requirements now in force for 
entering any of our four principal 
colleges in this State. He urged 
them to study hard in High School 
in order to meet the educational 
demands for entrance and also for 
knowing how to study after they 
got there.
Coach McCoy described several 
types of plays used to advantage 
and disadvantage by his team and 
also tho:e ol his opponents. He
hoinred out thc interesting fact that 
(due to the strengthening of all the 
I teams that next year's Maine serie:, 
| woulc be the best in the history of 
I tne game.
j There were several guests present 
I including Mayor Veazie. Arnold C 
Rogers. Charles C. Wotton and 
Coach Don Matheson.
Chairman Burgess of the program 
i committee announced that next 
week's speaker would be John H. 
Melch, Warden of the Maine State 
Prison, who will take for his sub­
ject "Crimes and Crime Causes."
A Yl'LETIDF. REMINDER
The Knox County Oeneral Hospi­
tal directors are most thankful for 
the generous response that Knox 
County and outside friends have 
made to the appeal for funds. Still 
more is needed to face the winter. 
Put this reminder into your Christ­
mas cheer budget.
George Wong is the proprietor of 
a Waterville restaurant, where in 
company with Carl Blackington and 
others I have eaten on numerous oc­
casions. George Wong is just now 
in the public eye because of the fact 
that he placed in his restaurant 
window a sign advertising a chicken 
supper at one of the Waterville 
churches. Good spirit, Ill say.
Hunters who fail to bring down 
their deer are tragically accurate 
when they shoot a human being by 
mistake. TYie annual toll Is sad 
proof of that.
And now the court stars are hav­
ing their Inning. It's good exercise 
for the players and good entertain­
ment for the spectators. And how 
fast it makes the winters go.
Thursday. Dec 29, is an interest­
ing day in the year's calendar. The 
days will have increased one sec­
ond—to 8 hours ad 52 minutes. But 
don't wait until then to do your 
I winter shopping.
A L. P of Needham, Mass., 
writes; “At 10 Downing street. Lon- 
|don. there is one creature with 
something besides a twine string for 
a backbone. It is a black cat named 
Jerry.' Given sufficient provoca­
tion, Jerry can arch his back beau- 
I tlfully. While on the subject of 
backbones, a man was heard to ex- 
I claim during an argument over 
I present day problems, 'What peo­
ple need today is more backbone 
in their brains'!"
Mrs S—of OwrsHead who sought 
a carrot mincemeat recipe through 
the We Wanterknow department of 
Thursday’s paper received the de­
sired information post haste from 
Mrs. C E Baum of Clark Island 
who supplies these instructions: 
Two pounds carrots, two quarts 
apples, two lemons (juice and rind) 
one orange (Juice and rind), one- 
half pound citron, two pounds su­
gar, 1 cup molasses, one cup vine­
gar, one cup cider, one pound suet, 
two pounds seedless raisins, spices 
to taste, pinch salt. Put carrots 
apple, orange and lemon through 
food chopper. Cook slowly until 
carrots are sofe.
There are only three more Satur­
days before Christmas and probably 
many shoppers will wait until the 
I last one before buying their presents. 
But why not do it now while the 
stocks are larger and fresher, and 
you can make your selections with­
out getting into a jam.
There was excitement a-plenty 
in Maurice Harding's barber shop 
at the Northend yesterday morn­
ing when it was found that a huge 
black rat had invaded the premises. 
More than a dozen rat-eating 
felines were requisitioned, including 
Lou Shute’s champion Annabel, but 
the champ beat a quick retreat after 
the rat had bitten her on the ear. 
Lawrence Hamlin's Peter was also 
let in on the scene but this dog 
has more exclusive tastes, and de­
clined to toss his hat in the ring. 
So finally Harding dispatched the 
rodent with a mop handle. And the 
funny part of it is that nobody 
thought to summon The Black Cat.
what might have seemed like good 
luck for the operator, was not neces­
sarily so, because there was no mar­
ket for sardines.
Mr. Ramsdell's faith in the future 
of the sardine business is unswerv­
ing. He believes there will be a 
good supply of fish next season, 
because he believes that they come 
and go in cycles. A good sale for 
the pack is already assumed, be­
cause the abnormally low supply of 
this year will be entirely cleaned 
up before a wheel turns.
When the sardine business was 
in Its prime, there were approxi­
mately 60 factories in operation on 
tiie Maine coast. The number 
now in operation is about 25.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary meets 
tomorrow night. Supper will be 
served with Mrs. Doris Ames as 
chairman followed by election of 
officers. The Auxiliary has re­
ceived an invitation from George 
S. Cobb Camp Auxiliary of Camden 
to attend inspection Thursday 
night. Mrs. Doris Ames will be in­
specting officer.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I 
would have made a rule to read some 
poetry and listen to some music at 
least once a week The loss of these 
tastes la a loss of happiness.—Charles 
Darwin.
A BIRTHDAY WISH
The winds of God blow softly,
The winds of God blow true.
May they bear today from the far away 
The peace of God's love to you
May they blow to Ithe north your 
troubles.
And blow to the South your fears. 
From the east and the west bring all
that is best
With courage for the coming years.
—E. K. Mlitcheli
Libeus B. Wardwell of Camden was 
a visitor in the city Saturday, and 
I had a chance to talk over with 
him some of those glorious baseball 
days of long ago. Ruefully survey­
ing a mending arm, "Lib” knows full 
well that he has played his last game, 
but the urge Is still there and at the 
crack of the bat there is a light in 
his eyes which tells better than 
words that his thoughts have turned 
back four decades to the time when 
there was a rivalry between the 
teams of Rockland. Camden. Thom­
aston and Warren, which the youth 
of the present day cannot possibly 
understand. A fine player was "Lib"
| Wardwell and one of the hardest 
workers on the diamond I ever saw.
On© year ago: Edward R. Veazie 
was elected mayor, receiving 1796 
votes to 1600 for Charles M. Rich­
ardson. The Republicans carried 
five wards.—Fred Brown and Hugh 
Ashworth escaped from the Prison 
Farm.—Al. Arnold was still "top­
ping out" chimneys—Gilbert F. 
Mank, 89, died in Warren.
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THRKB-TIMFS-A-WTEK
Hit-And-Run
God setteth the solitary in fam­
ilies. PS. 68: 6-13.
WALDO THEATRE
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY 
TEL. WALDOBORO 106
Seven Persons Branded By 
Sgt. McCabe As Cold- 
Blooded Killers
""’DECEMBER*”
SUN TUES WED THU FRI SAT
1 2 3
4 5 6 7 8i 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 19 17
18 19 ,20 21 22 23 24
25 26 27 28 29 30(31
Matinees Saturday and Sundav 
and Holidays at 2.30. Additional 
matinees when specified in pro­
gram. Single evening shows 
every evening at 8.00
MON.-TUES . DEC. 5-6 
We Present One of the Greatest 
Action Stories Ever Filmed
“SUBMARINE
PATROL”
Witli a big all star cast including
Ki. hard Greene. Nenc.v Kelly, 
Preston Foster, Slim Summerville, 
J< hn Carridine. Henry Arnictta. 
George Bancroft and many others
Thc parade of highway fatalitiesI 
continued during the month oi 
November but showed a marked re-1 
duction in the number of lives lost j 
in automobile accidents compared ‘ 
with November of 1937. During 
the past thirty days 14 people were j 
killed, bringing about a 4.1*7 re-
33''; decrease for the month. »*. TALK OF THE TOWN
Of the entire number killed hap- _____
pened to be pedestrians. People still “coming events cast their
take a chance with their lives, fail- j n . Q. MaineDec. 6-8—Annual meeting of Maine
ing to adhere to safe walking prac- State Orange In Augusta 
tices. Drivers also contribute in fa£c' ’-Aunual Methodist Church 
making for pedestrian accidents by • b«'<- 8—falr Edwin Libby Relief
failure on their part to have proper' Dec. 8 —Waldoboro— Garden Club 
control over their vehicles. They j -Thomaston- Parent-Teacher
speed in compact sections of towns •' - n meets at High School auditorium 
, ... , , , , i Dec 8 —Warren— Inter-class one-act
and cities and do not slacken the contest at High school 
speed of their vehicles when ap­
proaching Children, such failures' Dec 8-9 — ‘Apron-string Revolt,
, . . . , ,, , . , Senior play at Rockland High Schoolonly bring about the less of human - - - - — -
lives and immeasurable suffering to
closely related parties to the acci­
dent victim.
The majority of those killed were 
males, only three of the 14 victims 
being females. Two were passen­
gers of "death on wheels" while 
three operators drove their cars 
that ended in fatalities to them- j 
selves. The ethers were pedestrians' 
with one exception and this one was 
killed while driving a pair of horses
The above fatal accident statis-1 
tics are significant because they | 
bring out a need for greater pre-
WED.-THl'RS.. DEC. 7-8
“FIVE OF A KIND”
with
JEAN IIFRSHOLT 
JOAN DAVIS
CLAIRE TREVOR
SLIM SUMMERVILLE
A>nd
THE DIONNE QUINTUPLETS
Tiie winter storms which have 
already occurred left more snow
Letters from Pasadena, Calif., tell I Limerock street is again open to 
I of Mrs. A. W. Penner suffering a 1 navigation, tiie new bridge being 
broken wrist in a fall. Miss Penner ' practically completed
. was formerly Alice Spear of Rock- ( -------
1 land | Rockland Lodge, P.A.M.. will meet
_____ | tonight, with a rehearsal of the
Aurora Lodge. FAM. will be in- third degree It is Important that 
spected Wednesday night by Ralph'®11 officers attend.
Stahl, DD.G.M. of Waldoboro I
There will be work on the Fellow-j
craft degree. The Star serves sup- , ..j s gain cf more than $1,000 in receipts
pcr al _____ this year over the same month in
. . . . ,. i 1937 when weather was poor.A sparring exhibition to be heal
in the Ocean View Ball Room lo-, Lt col Kenneth P Lord has been 
moiTOW night will be unique in the from the staff of the 1st
lespect that the boxers will be
drawn from several Maine "stables'' 
and matched according to size and 
record. The exhibition will take 
the form of a smoker at moderate 
prizes.
John A. Huke of 26 Clarendon 
street, who is attending Stanton 
Preparatory School at Cornwall,
N. Y.. has been designated 
as an alternate to the U. S.
Military Academy at West Point.
He 4s a son of Mrs. Geneva Huke 
and had a fine record at Rockland 
High School.
Stamp clubs in the adjoining
8 7°^* Entertainment than Rockland had all last winter towns will meet the second week uiand fair by Owls Head Sewing Circle , _ _January with thc Rockland Stamp
Dee 9—Educational Club meets with 
Mrs Frank H Ingraham
Dee. 9—Thomaston—Federated Circle 
P.-'.r tn Congregational vestry
Dec 9 Cr mden—Recital by Mrs 
Ruth Collemer's pupils at St. Thomas 
Parish House.
Dec. 9 — Rockport — Senior class 
comedy "Romance for Three" in Town 
hall.
Dec 12—Concert by William Harms 
at Congregational Church.
Dec 13 —Warren— Christmas plays.
The Night Before Christmas' and
The Brown's Christmas' by primary 
schools.
Dec. 15—Monthly meeting of Baptist 
Men's League
Dec 15 —Washington— Senior class
T h; Salvation Army kettles are Club, which, on that occasion will 
on the street, with all that they have an exhibition and auction 
signify Oood place for your stray with guest speaker Mrs Omond A 
nickels.
A 1937 convertible Ford coupe be­
longing to Frank Prescott, was _____
stolen Sunday night from its park- Mne meetlng of Llons lnler.
ing place on Union street. It was• i.atiOnal. bringing together the
blue with white side 
license number 8-611.
wall tires.
Thc Kncx County Men's Chorus
American Legion collectors are 
getting along well in their attempts 
to raise a fund for the children's 
party to be held in Park Theatre 
Sunday afternoon Dec. 18.
MARTINSVILLE «€ MINTURN »<
Mrs. Addie Johnson spent FridayMr. and Mrs. Wallace Watts 
daughter Marguerite and Mrs. Zena: with Mrs. Agnes Turner. 
Pease are guests of Mr.s. Gardner | Mr$ John_on b
Wall in Massachusetts and expect
The annual fair and sale of the 
American Legion Auxiliary will be
-------- i held at Legion hall Dec. 10, starting
Increased traffic over the Carlton : at , M wlth b€ano from ! 30 to 4 
bridge in November resulted in a | and public supper at 5 Q.clock
I -------
j Mrs. Ronald Lord will have 
charge of the free entertainment 
which is to follow Wednesday 
night's public supper in the vestry
n < ou . . of the Littlefield Memorial Church,division under General Short, to
serve on the Army staff command- q Tuttle the well known Be'.- 
ec. by Major General Drum Corps I f;;st photographer died Sundav, 
Area commander, with station at
Governor's Island. N. Y.
Lucien Green. Jr., is making good 
progress on a 26-footer in the lof. 
over Stanley's Garage. He may 
have to equip it with sails when 
launching time comes, but perhaps 
there will be better suggestions. The 
boat will have sleeping accommo­
dations for four. Nobody has been j 
apprised of the name. Possibly it ’
may be the Cuckoo II.___ I
An interesting bevy of speakers.
will appear Friday at the Educa-' 
tional Club meeting with Mrs.' 
Frank H. Ingraham, corner Union I 
and Lindsey streets. Mrs. Freeman 1
aged 69 years. The funeral serv­
ices will be held at 2 o'clock this 
afternoon in the Belfast Baptist 
Church.
Summer cottage burglars have al­
ready begun to ply their trade. 
Evidences of attempted robbery 
were found in the Daniel G. Mun­
son and Albert M Hastings cot­
tages at Ingraham Hill.
The new United States cruiser 
Honolulu arrived at this port last 
night ready for her standardiza­
tion trial on the Rockland course. 
Thc Trial Board was due to arrive 
on the noon train today.
F. Brown's subject will be "Sound J Not a Black Cat but a black and 
Palmer. John Guistln and Robert j Waves;" Rodney I Thompson's, white specimen (striped variety) 
Pendleton compose the committee ( The Peculiar Origin of Some crossed the path of Raymond 
of arrangements Words;' Frank H Ingraham's. Yeung. William Ryan and George
"What's in a Name?"; Rev. N F. Nye as the boys were recently en-
Atwood's. “Is the Golden Rule Prac- j joying an afternoon stroll on the 
ticable for Industry and Busi- breakwater. In fact, so familiar 
ness’". Reports will be asked as'was the kitty that one cf the boys
Waldoboro will be held in the main io "'ho are the new key women, stepped on it
dining hall of The New Thorndike' Four Star members and 1938 Blue , a hasty, very
to visit Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hupper 
in New York city before their re­
turn.
Miss Alvalcne Pierson has re­
turned to U. of M. following several 
weeks at heme because of her 
mothers illness.
Mrs. Frank Crockett accompanied 
by Arnold Stanley made a business 1 
trip Monday to Bangor.
Miss Bettyjane List of Maplewood 
N. J., who has been guest of Mr 
and Mrs. William Cook returned 
home Monday. W. Sherwood Cook 
has resumed his studies at U. of M.
Mrs. Fred Hooper and Mrs. 
Obdiah Kalloch were visitors Thurs­
day at Mrs. Emma Lane's in Long 
Cove.
Mrs William Ccok entertained 
the Ladies Circle Thursday when 
plans were made for a Christmas 
sale and supper to be held Dec. 9 
at the Grange hall.
Recent meetings of the "63'ers" 
were: Nov. 23. with Mrs. Jessie 
Harris. Mrs. Harris and C. Waldo 
Lowe high scorers; Nov. 30 with 
Miss Carolyn Macintosh. Mrs. Ger­
trude Hupper and Cecil Andrews 
tied for high with Mrs. Claribel 
Andrews and Lee Andrews. Mrs. 
Hupper is hostess this week.
visiting
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Theodore 
Brown in Vinal Haven.
Mrs. Helen Orcutt of Vinal Haven 
recently passed a few days with her 
sister. Mrs. Lester Kent.
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Staples 
entertained at bridge Friday night, 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Norwood. Mrs. 
Coris Sprague. Mrs. Violet Dunham. 
Mr. and Mrs. Abner Sadler. Miss 
June Sadler and Mr. and Mrs. Mau­
rice Donahue.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley were 
hosts at cards Saturday night io 
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Staples. Sher­
man Joyce. Maida Joyce and Mr. 
end Mrs. Cleveland Dunham.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Donahue 
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
Eurleigh Staples, have returned to 
Blanchard.
Mrs. Hannah Stanley spent Mon­
day and Tuesday with Mrs. Ina 
Stanley of Swans Island.
The hardest elements to find arc 
an open-mindedness that will per­
mit a change from established rou­
tine, and a practical-mindedness 
known as horse sense.
READ THE COURIER-GAZETTE 
ADS
clubs of Rockland. Camden and
An extra special value, offered 
for a strictly limited time is the 
electric sandwich toaster at the 
Central Maine Power Co. store. 447 
Main St., reg. $335 value. $2.95. 
Thoroughly modern, fries and j 
toasts, chrome drip cup. 146-147
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
AND SILVER 
Clarence E. Daniels 
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
unawares. Making 
hasty retreat. Nye
plsy. "Suabonnet Jane of Sycamore,
Lane" at Grange hall. I has organized for the winter season
Dec. 16—Warren—Plays, "When Santa
Forgot the S
of Bethlehem' by students Other officers are: Vice presiden........  . .
Dec 25—Warren—Christmas cantata. . 1 Duke AnniS is zone Chairman.
• Prepare Him Room" by the Baptist Dr H J. Weisman; secretary and 
cautions on the part of elderly choir. i lrpq,„rpr n,,sceii f Tartar- direc-
PCODle Thcv must change their HJ‘‘hhiF'"°«hSort—P1S LltUe M1's , C’P' , ” of Skowhegan and visitors frompeople iney must, cnange men Hvchhiker b&- Grange Dramatic^ Club ter. S Constantine; pianist. Mrs S . ,,, .
walking habits entirely during this J6"27 ~ Mid winter meeting of Waterville will be among the
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ln
particular time of year in order that, Augusta 
they may contiue to live. Ice and 
snow make conditions so unfavor-
i Hotel Wednesday night, with supper | Ribboners; this will be the lastlgrappcd a weapon from the dump 
u,,™-wIlenoa.ua n - „ , at 6 30. The meeting is not spon-1 call before the annual program nearby and at a distance of 15 feet
and,"The Muslc Ota“orcl ConSdon as presiden. £0red thc club but printing. Coffee will be served at; concluded one of its nine lives. Thc
n . :  |
District Oovernor John K Fogerty
Constantine. , . _ ,_____ speakers. The visiting Lions will
Robert A. Webster was last night l>c welcomed free of charge at both 
Mrs. Frances Collette is soon to elected eminent commander of locaI theatres, and will have an op- 
able that it takes elderly people rcmovc her cand>’ sh°P from Claremont Commandery K T. Pcrtuntty to visit the State Prison
more time to cross roads and they ( J°6nston drug store to the Silsby other officers are Harold Rackliff Bowling at the Community Building
must be extremely cautious because, Flower Snop. 
of slippery footing in many places, j 
All persons on foot together with'
generalissimo: J. E Stevens. C. G.: 
Raymond Watts. S. W.;Ralph U. 
Fulton Clark. j \y.; J A Richan. prelate;
will follow the meeting and an 11- 
inch bronze trophy will be awarded
6 o'clock. i pelt is now on display at the Ryan 
residence on Maverick street.
TO A YOUNG MAN
Carol Lee Gardner of
the operators of automobiles must j 5 r,( was lnd<ie happ\ yesterday Arthur F Wisner, treasurer: Harry 
adjust themselves in order to cope! w*ien Presented with the doll house jj Hanscom. recorder; Elmo Crozier 
with these changing weather con- madc John L. Beaton. A lucky standard bearer; Carl E. Morse, 
ditions. gir1'
While there has been a marked _____ _ __
reduction in automobile fatalities so "CTI. meet - Fr.daj w,,h probably be held
’ *' is tbe
sword bearer; George C. Sandner 
warder. A public installation will
far this year, it has been the State's Miss Lena Miller. "Peace"
worst year for hit-and-run driving. Prcglam subjccl Miss Alena Young 
A hit and run fatality on Nov. 20 leader Important business is to b» business enterprizes is the Payson 
acted upon. Beauty Salon at 73 Park street, op-
Newest addition 'to
brought Maine's total to thc alarm­
ing number cf seven for the year. 
There are in our midst seven un­
scrupulous people who have driven 
automobiles killing innocent vic­
tims. This type of person should 
be confined behind prison walls but 
they are mingling ln the society of
' crated by Mr. and Mrs. Robert E
The Congregational Womens As-:payson lately of Portland where 
seciation will meet tomorrow in the they were employed in one of the 
vestry at 3 o clock, members to take ]arger shops. The new establish- 
sewing. Tea will be served, and a ment is thoroughly modern in its
silver collection taken.
Two basketball games that 1 
promise to furnish fans plenty of 
excitement are scheduled for to-' 
right at Community building at 
7.30. The Community All Stars 
clash with Boothbay Harbor. Al- j 
ready victims of the All-Stars are 
Rockland's I Thomaston Tigers. Armory and j 
A. & P.. and they are hopmg toi 
make tonight's game their fourth 
victory. The other game has Com- I 
n.unity Trojans vs. Rockland High 
School boys' team. A large crowd( 
Is expected to be on hand to see | 
thc teams in action. McLeod, for­
mer star forward of Portland Ath­
letic Club. John Karl and Art
METHODIST
FAIR
Wednesday, Dec. 7
Opens at 2.IMI o'clock 
Methodist Vestry 
ADMISSION FREE 
BOOTHS CANDY
COOKED FOODS 
APRONS. GIFTS. ETC.
CHICKEN FIE Sl'PPER 
6.90 o’clock—30 Cents 
■ > —...... o
ILLl STRATED LECTl'RE 
"B.v-Wavs and Water-W'a.vs 
cf the Atlantic Coast'’
By Vernon L. Small 
7.30 o'clock Admission 25 cents
Rev. Howard A Welch who was 
Littlefield Memorial 
and more re-
persons who call themselves human 1 centjy filled the BapUst pu]pU in
law-abiding people at the present I pastor of 
time. In my opinion these sever. Church eighl years
equipment, all sanitary fixtures fin­
ished in gumwoed and black, utiliz­
ing six booths with ample space fOr Flanagan former h*h s^001 aws
must be branded as nothing but; 
cold blooded killers and no stone
Warren, is serving as interim pastor
, at Fairfield during the month of 
should be left unturned until they December 
arc apprehended and brought to our 
courts of justice.
Speed and reckless driving have 
contributed greatly to the year's 
latality record. Even during the 
month of November when fog. snow, 
ice and slippery roads and changing 
weather conditions handicap
reception purposes. The color 
scheme of ivory and black is car­
ried throughout the shop with a 
touch of red In the floor covering 
reflected also in the beading on thc 
furniture. Mr. Payson is a native
I'. A Winslow was guest speaker South Hope, son of F. L. Payson 
at the meeting of the Belfast Lions "'B* "horn he was associated a 
Club last night, giving his new lec- number of years in the mill supply 
ture. “The Children of Callander." business and has many friends in 
At Hie close of the talk he was en- ll,is clty AmPle Park‘ng space fea- 
gaged to speak at an early date be- iures the shop whose phone is 1078
the, fore thc Belfast Rotary Club. Ecl-
BORN
Gil Roper, picked as All Sta'c j 
guard. Lawrence Cole. Lawrence 
Lord. Fred and John La Crosse, 
Eted Winchenbaugh. Bohn and 
Nick Pellicanc arc names to con­
tend with in basketball, and they 
represent the Community teams 
Activity tickets will admit students! 
free.
driver immensely, he still continued ward Gonia was a visiting Lion, 
to speed and drive recklessly, paying --------
little heed to such dangerous con- A combination of the old and new j shalepp Merton, 
ditions. : dances, with music by Perley Rey-
Heath—At Rockport. Nov 23. fo Mr 
pnrt Mij. George Heath, a daughter—
Jacobs—At Thomaston Dec 3 to Mr 
j ’ i Mrs Louie Jacobs of Elast Belfast.
It is the sincere desire of High- ( ’’olds and Uncle Ezra, is thc fca-'a daujhter -Janet Blake
ure at Community Building Thurs-
PUBLIC SUPPER
WEDNESDAY. DEC. 7 
Littlefield Memorial Church 
Served at 6.30. Price 35 Cents
Free entertainment directed by 
Mrs. Ronald Lord
146 It
A regularly priced $8.50 Telc- 
chron electric clock for $435 Is an 
outstanding Christmas special at 
ihe Central Maine Power Co. store, 
447 Main street. It Is a beauty, 
and you save $3.55—adv. 146-147
What better Christmas present 
than The Courier-Oazette? Three 
times a week, every week in thc 
year it will bring all th home news 
to the recipient and with it a kind­
ly thought of you. the donor. Simply 
send $3 to Thc Courier-Gazette, 
Rcckland, and we will do the rest 
including the mailing at Christmas 
time of an attractive Yuletide gift 
card bearing your name as 'the 
! giver 146-159
WHO HAS OR MORE
way Safety Division. Maine Stale 
Police, to bring about better driving i <lav night, with dancing from 8 to 1 
conditions in the State. Proper of-!00'0*^’ al,d no intermission. The 
flcials should do their part in order "Poctacular “snow ball dance is 
to make better driving conditions by I a',s° 011 11,e program. Uncle Ezra 
sanding roads adequately when they
are slippery and warning motorists .fluc ted. his repertoire covering all 
of driving conditions that are tbe old favorites 40 to 50 years
p, »i>rs—M Stonlneton, Nov 26 to 
Mr. Hiiri Me Kfnneth Powers, a son 
Kenneth Wtnfreri
Spetr At South Warren. Dee 2. to 
Mr and Mrs Alvah Spear, a son
Inhnson—Al Northport. Nov 26. to 
Mr and Mr Robert Johnson, a 
daughter
Kmchl—Al Rockland. Nov 30. to Mr 
will play all the old numbers re- ana Mr- mak B Knight, a daughter
Alice Mac.
-n ’S
hazardous We also urge the driv­
ers of automobiles to do their part 
by immediately adopting winter
old. For those who do not care to 
dance, flic balcony has a seating 
capacity of 500 The jitterbug con-
driving tactics and aid the Highway, tesl bas already a number of en- 
Safety Division in holding down Iranis, and is certain to be enter-
Maine's fatality record for the re­
maining month of the year.
Sgt. Francis J. McCabe, 
Director. Highway Safety Division
talning.
The Federated Circle announces 
their Christmas fair to be held in 
Maine State Police. | fbe Congregational vestry on thc 
atiernoon and evening of Friday, 
Dec. 9. Fancy work, aprons, home­
cooking. candy, white elephants, 
grabs, parcel post packages and 25-
< An REID K. PIERSON
Capt. Reid 11. Pierson. 80. died
J)VEI>
Pierson—At Tenants Harbor. Der 5.! 
< *!'• Rni'i p neraon used Bn year
I ihhy—A’ Rockland. Dec 4. Adi H I 
widow of William A Llbbv aged 76 
vears. fi months. 19 diys Services art ' 
tht residence Thursday at 2 p. m
Simmons—At Rockport. Dec 5. Ed- 
v/in T. Simmons, azed 73 years. 9; 
months. 23 days Services Wednesday 
2 p. m . Methodist Church Interment 
at A me bury Hill.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Willis R Achorn 
whe pas ed away Dec. 6. 1637 at Rock­
land Me
Willis dear how much wc miss you. 
No on? knows the bitter pain 
When our tasks on earth are finished 
We hope to be with you cgaln.
His loving wife Mary Achorn and
Ambulance Service
•
RUSSELL 
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST. TEL. 662 
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf
’C You have saved this money to buy an 
engagement ring. Naturally it is the 
most important purchase of your life­
time. Wc are Interested in your prob­
lem.. If you will spend 15 minutes at 
our Diamond Department we will show 
you the things you should know about 
gems to get the most value for every 
precious dollar. Why not make it today ? 
Extra Values from $12.50 up
LEIGHTON’S
Main Street at 
Winter Street
ROCKLAND
suddenly in St. George last night, .cent articles for sale. Chicken pie idaimhterh. Genevieve and Dorothy. 
He commanded steamships during j supper at 6.30. 50 cents—adv. 146-1! !
thc World War. Obituary deferred
BEANO TONIGHT
7.30 o'clock
AMERICAN LEGION
Twenty Regular Games; Also Sped il 
Games Door Prize
Admission 25 Cents
146-11
TURKEYS FOR SALE
Fancy Native—ili’c or Dressed
Lothrop’s Turkey Ranch
.lust East cf Grassy Pond 
It. F. D 2, UNION. TEL. UNION 11-3
146*lt
< ARI) OF THANKS
I I wr h to thank my friends, tirigh- 
j 1'»rs and relatives for the beautiful 
; flowers, gifts, card and frulrt received.
•>h!le a patient at Knox Hospital, also, 
I tn the Doctors and nurses for thelrl
kindnesses and cHlcent service
Harry F. Stewart
Union
SENSATIONAL I !!
CARD OF THANKS 
We Wish • thanks to frteMta
and neighbors, who In many ways
I helped us In our recent bereavemenit.
1 Also for the many nice floral tributes.
Carl L. Sprague and family.
R. C. A.
1938
RADIOS
PRICE
At the Tips of Dainty Fingers are 
These Warm Gifts For Men
Not all our lady gift buyers arc interested in 
dressy gifts.
You ought to see the activity in our sports 
department where leather and woolen jack­
ets, sweaters, warm hose and mittens are be­
ing held up for size and wrapped up without 
sighs.
You should sec the ski clothes, the Scotch 
mufflers, thc woolen sport shirts and flannel 
lounging robes.
Real big, burly, he-man gifts are at thc beck 
and call of dainty fingers . . . and dainty 
prices.
USED CARS
BOUGHT 
AND SOLD
122Ttf
ROCKLAND
BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS 
Ambulance Service 
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND 
119-tf
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends and 
iipighixir,. for their kindness to me | 
during my recent bereavement, also 
for the beautiful floral tributes.
• Lenora Brown
------------------- II
CARD OF THANKS
I Wc are thankful to our many friends
(or their kind expression of sympathy 
and their thoughtful acts during our 
recent bereavement due to the death 
of Dr. D. N. Woodman, who was 
kind husband and a loving father.
| Mrs Hattie W. Woodman. Edward F.
I Woodman. Alfred F. Woodman. Mrs. 
(Ruth N Venlll. Mrs. Sarah M Brown.
I Dr Aithur B Woodman. Mrs Alice 
Grant. ’
This Truly Sensational Offer includes Our Complete 1938 Line—All Models, 
large and small, Table and Console!
A TRULY AMAZING BARGAIN!
COME EARLY! MAKE YOUR SELECTION!
STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
313-325 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME. TELEPHONE 980
Leather Jackets, 
Woolen Sport (Shirts, 
Mufflers,
Mittens,
Handkerchiefs,
Neckwear,
Gabardine Jackets,
$7.50 to $15.00 
5.00
1.00 to 3.50
50c to 1.50
25c to 1.00
50c to 2.50 
7.50 to 15.00
GREGORY’S
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OLD FASHIONED, Let’s make it an “Old Fashioned Christmas” and we are ready 
with a store decorated inside and out, and what is more impor­
tant a store chock full of new gifts. Oh! Yes! Santa Claus will 
he here in person, watch our ads. Do all your shopping in 
Rockland, it's the convenient comfortable way.
FOR YOUR BOUDOIR
Dusting Powdtr
$|00
Tatbt Wat"
Hand
Drcorated
ffottb
*500
Inspired by lovely ladies of days 
tone by, but created expreisly 
lor modern YOUI Exquisite 
toiletries, in charming boxes of 
Early American design. The 
fragrance is OLD SPICE *>•/• 
fresh, novel, intriguing*.-. . 
blended of rose petals and spices.
'otnZMs
Eternally (lo women crave / & <3
lovely silk hosiery. Send I IKK a box of Archer 
Crepe Chiffons. Their special construction en­
hances their sheer beauty and makes for long 
wear. In colors that flatter the costume and 
delight the eye.
Chiffon or Semi-Sheers
FUR
COATS
We are really proud of the values we are giving in 
these fur coats. Direct from the manufacturer to 
you, with our regular guarantee.
LENTHERIC (also only at Senter Crane’s 
in Rockland), Tweed, Miracle, Shanghai, 
etc., America’s fastest growing lines 1.00 to 10.00 
COTY, always a popular line, 50c to 4.25
YARDLEY, for men and women, 20c to 5.50
EVENING IN PARIS, the famous blue box,
55c to 6.50
Hundreds of other Toilet Goods, 25c up
DURO-SEAL, (like cut)
and Chromium 
COCKTAIL SETS
In Chromium, $52)8
COCKTAIL SHAKERS
In Chrcmium. $1,98, $2.98 
In Silver, $32)8
LARGE TRAYS
In Silver, $1.98 to 54.98
In Chromium, $1.00
RELISH DISHES
In Stiver, $3.98
ln Chikmium. $1.09
GRAY CARACULS,
the latest news in Figure Flattering (DveD CON(V) 
CIX’lHlillUI IMIS £*»«!»! 
'5 m»! raerniRf sikum 
Kins Or IMt MM JI QMurtItoittKOATS
BLOCKED LAPINS,
Lustrous Rayon Satin 
Rustling Rayon Taffeta
SILVERTONE MUSKRATS,
WELL AND TREE 
PLATTERS
In Chromium. 1.00 to $2.98 
In Silver, $1.98 and $4 98
COFFEE POTS
In Silver, $1.98 to $4 98
In Chromium. $1.98 and $2.98
SUGAR AND CREAM
In Silver, $1.98 and $4.98
In Chromium. $1.00 to $2.98 
HOSTESS SETS, chromium $1.98 
GRAVY BOAT, silver,
$1.98 and $4.98 
CANDLE STICKS,
In Silver, $3.98
VEGETABLE DISIII.S,
In Chromium, $1.98
In Silver, $42)8
Here’s News
Fur Trimmed Coats and 
Suits Marked Down
You’ll like these 
Velvet DressesDointy whit* |t«nciled flo- rol pottern on bockgroundt 
ot royal, wine or blue. '
KRAGSH1RE PLAID 
BACK COATS
• ItnnrIiI last week in New York,
• Sir.cs for misses and women
O Colors, Black, Wine, Royal, Green,
Special purchase, only a few 
Reg. 19.50. Sale, $15.50
Kvonlngt of leisure ore goy ond glamorous For the woman who hos 
one ol thete exquisite housecoats to slip into Just imagine?— the slim- 
bodiced taffetto one has FIVE YARDS of skirt to swirl around your ankles. 
Thn other in satin, is a Fitted princess style with raised shoulders and 
zipper closing
You'll wont to gel more than just one (For yourself) because they moke 
such exciting and expensive-looking gifts/
SKATESFAMOUSMAKE
TUBULAR
Our first shipment has just arrived! 
Boys’, Girls’, Men’s and Women's 
Special Price
HOCKEY SKATES, $3.50
A heavy tubular shoe skate for men and boys
Ladeis’ and Girls’ White Skate Outfits
also elk color (light tan)
$3.98 and $4.50
Boys’ and Girls’ Blade Shoe Skates 
$2.79
Get Yours Early! No Re-orders I
Our whole Third Floor is covered with Toys, the largest selection we have ever had. Come early, though. 
All re-orders are very doubtful! LUXURY
BLANKETS
send code, 50c to $1.25 Dolls, hundreds of them, all kinds,
ode with these. Also many Doll Outfits, the latest thing in
Doll-larid is complete outfits.
$1.50 to $2.50 \vr VZ I • J A Rj 11
can be run to wagons, Velocipedes, Autos, Doll
Suit use. Carriages,
Sets, $1-98 and up 1 rains, Trucks, Sleds, Skis,
Games, Books, Mechanical Toys, 10c and up
All Wool! Satin Bound!
A warm welcome for these luxury, all-wool gii' blankets! Sol! 
buoyant, made of fleece wools with a deep, luxurious nap . 
blankets that will give beautiful service for vears! Wide satin bind- 
in je, firmly stitched. Luscious pastels! ALL FULL SIZE!
Other Single Blankets, $1.98 to $9-75
Double Blankets, $1.98 to $9.50
$1.00 and up 
All Price*
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WALDOBORO ANO VICINITY L
latest news from Lincoln County towns eollerted by our diligent cor- 
respondriils. Send Waldoboro new* to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
WHAT EDUCATION MEANS
Supt. Gray of Waldoboro Sets Forth 
Ideas Worth Remembering
Tlie following communication has 
been received from Supt. A. D.'
WARREN★★★★
AIENA L STARRETT 
Curretfivndeiit★ ★
TeL 49Mrs. Roland Creamer and Miss j bor and by his prompt action in Gray:
Pauline Oreamer were overnight 1 sending in the alarm averted what "Many people argue about educa- — I 
guests Friday of Mrs Parker Worrey would no doubt, have been a fire tion without stopping to think what Mrs Arthur l Perry who visited 
in Rockland. liesuiting in serious damage. The the word means. Book learning the past week wlth Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. Annie Young of Thomaston, nre was confined to the basement mark getting, grade passing are not Horace Maxey in Strong returned 
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Blood and the damage was slight. The in themselves, education. That only hcme Saturday,
daughters Phyllis, Ann and Arlene department was called Sunday is education which trains the grow- Mr and Mrs Lind)ev WUey Q{ 
ol Rockland were supper guests morning to the filling station owned ing human being to train himself Unjon were guests Sunday Qf Mr 
Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Benner. ?>’ James Wood where Mr. Woods. The first requisite of education is a pnd Mrs Wiley
,, o Packard automobile caught on fire right attitude of mind. Unless he1 ... ., _ , . .Mrs. Benjamin Reed of Portland , . . , . . . Miss Mabie Crawford has been ill.,, . ,. .. The car was badly damaged before feels a thirst for more understand- ;is here, called by the serious illness •’ , , , . i . . An inter-class contest of fourthe blaze could be extinguished. ..vt m, E.H*, ™,v. it An inter class contest oi iour
of her father. George Simmons. Mr.,
Simmons is suffering from injuries i 
sustained by a fall.
THE LAST Sl’PPER
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Him for sentence said. "I find no said about patent medicine, dying, 
fault in Him." And, by the way, on would be a negligible factor They that occasion Pilate ask, "What is! mi*ht let then“e]’“ °Ut.1Ute 'h.e| 
truth?” To my mind it is still a
question every individual must settle not on ali dald heads.” 
in his own mind, such as when a The human conception of truth 
woman has callers and is very busy and honesty varies much. No doubt. ............,  
in household affairs insists on then ,h. dari».v was sincere when he The pangs of death und anguish
, , _, _, ' That would be; and were at hand.staying when her whole soul is long- the chicken. But his con- so they waited for His coining
And greeted Him with love
man advertising hair restorer: "It without a call of church bell
. , . , . , , . , Or a sound of music's chime.Will grow hair on bald heads, but Only the rhythm of the heart beats 
As they gather 'round tlie hoard 
That has been prepared ln answer 
To the summons cd the Lord 
"The lord of life and glory."
But they did not understand
Forms Of Lying
W. R. Walter Indulges In 
Some Reflections With 
Illustrations
Eoitor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Peeling like indulging in one of
my favorite pastimes, there are a *n8 f°r them to go. Is that a lie. or .science smote him and he sent for
number of thoughts obtruding i diplomacy? his pastor. His pastor advised thnt
A young man bet with his pal )le carry it back, so under cover ofwhich I will express on paper, giv­
ing them to you to use if thought 
suitable to give benefit and pleasure 
to your many readers.
First. I wish to express my appre­
ciation for the new feature of The 
Courier-Gazette—the "This and
Only one among their number 
Would alone a traitor prove
And they partook of supper;
He broke and blessed the bread.
And passed it from His hand to theirs 
Speaking to them, He said:
“One of you who slttest here 
Is a traitor to the rest;”
“Is It I? Is It I? ’ they said.
And He gave to them ithelr test.
He that dlppeth In the dish 
With Me shall be the one
Misses Arlene and Phyllis Blood 
o* Rockland arc guests for an in­
definite time of their aunt. Mrs. 
Jennie Benner.
A free dance Wednesday night at 
Star Theatre.—adv. 145-146
GROSS NECK
ing and for better ways of getting it. „U1I „
no pupil is in the true sense being or‘(-act Plays ,ak<1 Pla<* Thurs- That" column. My estimate of the - swwtlleart
educated day at at Town hall. Excep- writer of that column is that ,
1 Memorizing facts about a world '‘cnally interesting plays have been K. S F. is a rare character-one 
—.— that is free and happy without try-
that he could tell the truth for a daricness. accompanied by the pas- 
certain length of time in every in- sor he took the fowl holne Afler 
stance. His first test came when piacjng it safely on the roost with 
his sweetheart asked how he liked the flcck ,he pastor said, "Now you 
her new hat. "I think it is a horrid Can ^ake two for your honesty."
looking thing" was his honest reply. At a colored meeting when the cn^'wmci? heb'ha'ndOnft
He won the bet, but came near Drrac|ier ordered the offering to be Alld Jun‘,s dipped with Hun i And we know all the rest.
Now. brethren, all Oh. inay we not like Judastaken he said:
According to Scripture Judgment ycu who havent sWlen a chicken No- Tbit'U why H/’dled that night
as it is today will only retard this se!ected in order t0 «ive a better 
thinking unless it helps the pupil to range of wl€nt Careful coaching 
understand how these facts func- ion the part of the “achers. prin­
cipal Walter Gay, and the assis-
ing to be. To me the column is in­
structive and exhibits a scope of 
knowledge to which few ordinary. . 1 Miss Esther Oenthner is visiting tion in shaping the world of tomor- .
Mr and Mrs Roy Mack have been heJ. Irvjne Condon cf row »reaching fact5 wlthout their tant. Miss Eleanor Goodwin are! people have attained. And it seems
recent Rockland visitors 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rackliff
and E. B Warren of Spruce Head 
were visitors Sunday at Mr and Waldoboro was a caller Sunday at
1 Thomaston.
Dewey Winchenbach of West
the William Gross home 
Mrs Percy French of West Wa.-
Mrs. Elmer Wentworth's.
Mrs. Josephine Crosby of Windsor 
li
Deane.
Mrs. Forrest Eaton is visiting 
relatives in Boston.
Mrs Cassie Simmons and Warren 
Simmons are visiting in Boston.
Mrs Marden de Shon of Portland 
was a business visitor Saturday in 
this place.
Miss Cordelia Barnard of Bel- 
last spent the weekend with her 
parents Rev. and Mrs Oscar G 
Barnard.
Mrs. Nelson Collamore of Friend­
ship is visiting her sister. Mrs. Al- ' Gross at Bath. N Y 
lred Davis. I Recent callers at the home of
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay goes Wed- Mr. and Mrs Melvin Genthner weie 
resday to New York where she will Mr. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of 
speak before the Maine-New York Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse 
Association banquet at the Wal- | Havener of Portland. Millard
visiting her sister. Mrs. Ralph deboro recently visited friends here.
must begin in the house of Got! I 
have beetj a member of the M. E. 
church 58 years, and during that 
time there have been 28 different 
pastors. Most of them were abun­
dantly able to lead the flock to
put in a dollar." It can be imagined 
what the result was.
W. R Walter. 
North Waldoboro, Dec. 1.
In answer to our call;
Cur sins are all forgiven
He died, for one nnd all.
Delora E. Morrill
Rockport
RHEUMATISM
Pain Promptly Relieved
Sufferers from Rheumatism. Arthritis. Neu­
ritis. Sciatica, and Lumbago! Make this 
simple, easy test. Get an inexpensive 
package of MY AC IN today. Take tablets 
as directed. If you don't experience prompt 
relief within 48 hours, return the balance 
of the tablets, and we will refund yonr 
money in full. The formula for MYACIN 
was originally discovered in Europe, but 
is now used by thousands of doctors and 
hospitals throughout this country. Contains 
no harmful, habit-forming drugs and will 
not upset stomach. Regular package only 
5(k. Large economy size Si.00.
C. II. MOOR & CO.
322 Main Street, Rorkland. Me.
For a Christmas gift, why not 
higher realms of living, but am ch00se a box of our Stationery for
sorry to say there were some out- men and WOmen? With name and
classed. Thele was one who address on sheets and envelopes or
The theme I have in mind is sug- Preached a sermon verbatim that I monogram on sheets and address on
gested bv the international Sunday- had red from a newspaper ‘ n 5 a"" envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1 50 a
Modern I other Preached one that Mrs- w box. We have some very attractive 
i found in J Wilbur Chapman'’ book
contributing factors for success. A
is like tying a horse to a hitching °a"ce wil1 a,so * held in Glover
post. It can not progress The hal1' P™*** from both t0 *nefK 
the schoolfacts which a pupil learns today he
will not be old enough to use until A suPPer under sponsorship of the 
tomorrow, when they mav have be- Congregational Ladies Circle will 
,come unusable at all It is this ** *rved Thursday night with this’ school lesson for Dec. 4 
, failure to realize that tomorrow to- «™mittee. Mrs. E B Clark. Mrs. Forms of Lying 
■ day will have become yesterday Tienjamln E. Watts. Mrs E. W.
' which is largely responsible for so Pelkins and Mrs- WilIis R Vinal.
j many young people finding them- T!le Circle will meet for the social
i selves in a rapidly changing world. hour in the afternoon and the
unable to understand or cope with tuslness mwing wil1 >* h«ld « < t0 P^fection-^ur elder brother.
meaning in the world of later life
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Eugley and | 
children of Augusta have been re­
cent guests of McClellan Eugley.
Charles Genthner is visiting in 
i Portland.
Linwood Miller. Charles Miller, 
and Maynard Winchenbach of 
Dutch Neck made a call recently a' 
the home of William Gross.
Mrs. Eldora Gross and Mrs 
Marion Winchenbach of Dutch 
Neck have returned home after 
visiting Mr and Mrs. Elroy H
its problems ,oclock.
"That is why it is so essential that The inspection postponed from
teachers use the utmost of their Nov 25 of CresMnt TemPle p S•• 
ingenuity in the developing of such
to savor so much of the humorous 
side of life. And pity the poor 
human who doesn't possess a streak 
of it.
Of course the best boxes to select from at The Courier-
criterion to measure by is the good of sermons ln m> J,,d«ment ,ilere Oazette office. Three-day servk*
old Bible. According to that au- 15 n0 more detes,able ,hief ,,1an a guaranteed.-adv.
thority there never was but One 'iterarY Pirate- 
. . . ... ,. , , . Wonder if the advertisers O"er tnchuman being that could lay claim radio would pass muster in the nke a merry-go-round without
tf
The firm that doesn’t advertise
realm of truth. If all is true that ic music.Jesus, the Master of life, and He is 
so kind and loving as not to deny 
any an entrance into His abundant 
life, if willing to let Him train us. 
One can easily see his own imper-
will be held Friday night. Mrs 
Oolda Hall of Camden, district 
new "facts" and'" co'nsequenUy." the fePuty grand chief- to make her; fections if he turn his eyes inward.
and controls of constantly offlcial visit at that time ^PP^ and other's faults are not a11 hid' 
will be served under the direction; den. but no imperfection ever was 
of Mrs Mabel Mills and Mrs. Shir­
ley Bowley.
Edgar Wiley returned Saturday 
to Westboro. JZass., after a visit 
with his parents Mr and Mrs.
attitudes of mind that will seek for
causes
changing conditions in later life."
«€ FRIENDSHIP
Capt. and Mrs. Melvin Lawry who
found in the life of Jesus. Even 
Pilate, to whom the Jews brought
dorf-Astoria Hotel Thursday night. Creamer and daughter Madeline of ’ecenUy visited their daughters .11 Ge0J.ge Wi]ey 
Mrs. Herbert Mank is confined Dutch Neck. Dennis Mank of Wal- Qdincy. have returned home.
to her home by illness. doboro. Mrs. Mildred Genthner and
Lieut. Cedric Kuhn. Lieut, and daughter Georgia of Broad Cove
Mrs. William Wingo of Portsmouth 
N H and Miss Helen McDaniels of a caller Tuesday 
Dover. N H . were guests Sunday timer's.
of Lieut Kuhn's mother. Mrs. Bes- 1 ---------
sie S. Kuhn.
The Susannah Wesley Society I
.c- I Mr. and
Guy Bums of Round Pond wa- 
at Willis Gen-
Mr and Mrs. Charles Grant and
' son Lewis spen 
Bangor
Mr and Mrs 
were Nobleboro 
evening.
CLARK ISLAND
the holiday in
Ernest Hutchins
visitors Monday
Ladies Aid met
Mrs. Lavinia
Members of the Baptist Mission 
Circle are reminded of the opening 
of the Christmas gift boxes Wed­
nesday afternoon.
cently moved to the Stevens place 
from North Whitefield are recover- 
.ng from grippe.
The village schools are prepar­
ing a special Christmas entertain­
ment under the direction of Mrs. 
I'Willis Vinal with the aid of the
Much enjoyed was the impressive teachers. Miss M. Shirley Castner. 
service. "Our Stained Glass Win- Mrs. Florence Davis, Mrs. Ethel
dow". given Sunday night at the Griffin, and Mrs. Inez Mathews. The 
The Methodist  i t Baptist Church by the Junior and primary scshools will combine the 
Wednesday with rs. i i  Senior Guilds. The candle light ’ musical plays. "The Night Before
will hold its Christmas sale Thurs- 1 "' d Cope.ai.d of \vhjtney Wf,0 SPrved refreshments service was made effective by the! Christmas" by the Hinckley Corner
day afternoon in the Methodist D°rc-*’s«‘r Msu? an_ s’s'^r 0 r. J assisted by Katherine Jameson. The illumination of one of the stained School and “The Brown's Christ- 
ve=try. 3 ° Aid bo'd its annual Christmas glass windows. Each of the girls mas." by Malcolm Comer School
Mrs Bessie Benner and Thomis >a ,,. ' ri. 1' fSle and suPf*r Wednesday at the who took part bore a colored lighted Dec. 13. at Glover hall. Pupils
Brown have returned from a visit an sgi' g a ' le 0 Methodist vestry. Chairmen are: candle, the color representative of of the intermediate school will ap-
with Mr. Browns son in Hartford readies in . ma.'.on an wei. HeJen R Simmons. Olivia Hoffses seme part of Guild Work. Leaders pear in the musical play. “When
Mrs. George Coombs of Augusta f '_‘a< ''ta' a 'er'100rl on supper; Gertrude Oliver and Eva u, the service were Miss Ella Sim- Santa Forgot the Smiths," on the 
same program as the grammar 
grades Christmas cantata. "The 
Music of Bethlehem" Dec 16. at 
Glover hall. The musical plays 
contain speaking parts, chorus
has been spending several days at Mrs Maurice Junes.
nation-wide
CUP AND 
SAUCEROATS
LA TOURAINE
COFFEE
Russell, tables and waitresses; Mrs. mons, and Ann Norwood. Others 
Lewis, pies and cakes; Hattie Lawrv who took part were Lois Bazemore, 
Adelia Jameson. Lavina Whitney Marie Crockett. Elizabeth Kennis- 
and Ruth Prior fancy work. ton, Mary Ludwig. Phyllis Perry,
Rev. and Mrs. Lewis and family and Virginia Wyllie. Jeannette
Mrs. Carl Malmstrom has re 
turned home from New York where 1 
she has had employment.
, Miss Frances Caven spent last,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Weston.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellard Mank and Mr. 
and Mrs. James Wood were dinner 
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mis.
Harlan West at Boothbay Harbor.
Lawrence T. Weston was a busi­
ness visitor Friday and Saturday 
in Portland. I Bennington. N. H
James Young of Portland spent oeen employed, 
tlie weekend with relatives in town, t Mrs. Henry Carlson is visiting her , Postmaster and Mrs. Carlton
Charles Howard of Augusta sister. Mrs Richard Lowell of Simmons of this place and Mr. and
passed the weekend at his home. Thomaston. Mrs. A. L. Donaldson of Thomas-
The fire department was called ’ Carl Swanson has employment on ton pas-.ed a day in Portland re-
out at 6 o'clock Saturday night to ! the Tenants Harbor road. cently.
extinguish a fire at the home of ' Miss Elizabeth Monaghan is pass- j ------------------
her home here. She was joined 
over the weekend by Dr Coombs.
Mrs Henry Mason spent Monday 
with relatives in Nobleboro.
weekend in Rockland with her . _ . j t _____ , ,,, K ,1 passed Thanksgiving with their Overlock and Elizabeth Oxton took singing, vocal solos, and duets.mother. Mrs Elizabeth Caven. She " _ „ , _ , , , ,. _ _ daughter. Mrs. Trask in Rockland the offering. The choir assisted while the cantata is entirely com-ivisited her sister. Dons Caven J
of that city Mrs Brown. Mrs. Daisy Sim-1 wth selections and Rev. Charles; posed of music. Both programs
Charles Chaples has entered Knox mons- Mrs Geni« Simmons and W Turner supplemented the service will be delightfully tuneful, color-
Hospital for treatment Mrs. Gertrude Oliver attended the the exhibition of slides on ful, and filled* to the brim with
Erland Swanson is home from Pythian Sisters inspection Tuesday «uild work, and with a brief talk ;Christmas spirit. This is the first;
where he has ni«ht in Camden, motoring there Mins Moody, daughter of | time in years, that the schools have
with Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hutchins. Mr and Mrs. Willis Moody, under-; put on a Christmas program, for the 
went an emergency appendicitis ' public, and both children and 
operation Saturday at Knox Hos- i teachers are bending all efforts 
pital. toward making a success of the
Mr and Mrs. Alford Wiley and affair. Mrs. Vinal has used good 
children. Agnes. George. Verna. Ar- taste, a sense of the dramatic and 
nold. Flora and Aubrey who re- musical ability in the selections.
SEEDED
RAISINS 2 PKGS 17« 
. PKG 25c
WHOLE
GREEN PEAS 2 PKGS 15<
STOCK UP NOW 
PRICE IS ADVANCING
Roland Creamer. The fire which 
started around the chimney in the 
basement was discovered in the ab­
sence of the Creamer family, by 
Maynard Wallace, a young neigh­
ing the weekend with her sister. One of the most interesting ■ 
Mrs. James Felt in Thomaston . \ churches in the country is that of i
------------------- the First Reformed Church of Al-
be the oldest in existence It was 
erected in 1657
WORK WONDERS
1 I 3 4 5 b 7 8
9 10 n IZ
13 15 \b
17 < 1 18 19
J
lo 21 1
21 23
12.4 25 ib 17
Zti 29
rsss
w
31
W
3Z 1
37“34 1 3h 3b
3& 39 40
41 4i 1 43 44 J
45 ) Mb
HORIZONTAL 
1-To have on 
5-Go by 
9-Penetrate
12- Crawl
13- Suffix to form past
tense
14- Opening in the skin
16- Six
17- Weasel-like animal
18- An item in one's
property
20- Condensed moisture
21- ^ >»r (contr.)
22- Atmosphere
23- An insect
24- Melancholy
28- Knock
29- To afflict with vex­
ation
30- Seized with the
teeth
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
31 -Unit
34- Plural of penny
35- To move to action
38- The (Sp.)
39- Combining form. Far
40- Comparative suffix
41- Horseman 
43-Jumps
45- Narrate
46- Ascend
VERTICAL
1- Cry
2- To settle an incom
upon
3- Near by
4- Keep at a distance
5- Gift
6- Diphthong
VERTICAL (Cont.)
7— Cut
8- String on a stick
10- Fabulous bird
11- Positive
15-Plural of radius 
19-Combining form.
Bristle
22- Serpent
23- Beseech
25- lreland
26- Small handbag
27- Goddess of peace 
30-To represent falsely
32- Turkish official
33- Walks
34- Saucy
36-Sick
|37-Language of Scot­
tish Highlanders
42-Five hundred fifty 
4-Three-tosd sloth
Qeniune Engraved
STATIONERY
Ai Tks LowmI Priess la fflatorvl
Vlaldnq Cards
100 panslsd cards, choice of 4 
■lies and 30 styles of engraving, 
PLATE INCLUDED, only__ S14I
Wedding Announcements 
or Invitations 
On white or Ivory stock—wed­
ding or plate finish. Inside and 
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN­
CLUDED ________ _____$».$$
Sodal Stationery 
Special styles lor men and women.
A choice oi lovely colors, mono­
grams and styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED___________
S2.2S. $3.93 and up.
Business Stationerv
E00 business cards or Hammermill 
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN­
CLUDED. only_________ 17.9$
The Courier-Gazette
(Solution to previous puzzle)
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THE NEW
MERCURY 8
FOR 1939
AMERICA’S OUTSTANDING CAR 
VALUE
Ask For a Demonstration
: : DISTRIBUTOR : :
For Knox and Lincoln Counties
WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY
SALES SERVICE
PHONE 61 WALDOBORO, ME.
145-147
SPECIAL NOTICE 
TO WATER TAKERS
The approach of cold weather prompts the
Water Company to urge its customers to heed the 
following suggestions:
Be sure the shut-off in the cellar is in working 
order and accessible at all times.
Be sure to know how the shut-off works.
Be sure to close it if there is danger of pipes 
bursting from freezing of water.
I. The metered consumer is reminded of his re­
sponsibility for the protection of the meter 
against freezing, hot water, or other damage.
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND WATER CO.
------------------------------------------------- 1 W-T-ltf
ANGLO CORNED BEEF 
FRENCH'S MUSTARD .
ALL LEAN
ib 27<
CAN 1 2c
6 07. 
JAR 9c 9OZJAR 14c
NATION-WIDE VANILLA or LEMON 
SPLENDID RiCETLft&sNECy .
WOODLAND (m’^Le)
VALLEY SWEETMIXED PICKLES
NATION-WIDE
WONDER-FIL EACH PACKAGE MAKES TWO LEMON PIES
8
HORMEL pork SAUSAGE 
COLONIAL MOLASSES BARBADOS 
WILLIAMS' COUGH SYRUP
Sunshine
KRISPY
CRACKERS
FANCY
2 OZ 
BOTTLE 19c
2 PKGS 1 5c
U OZ 
BOT 17c
QUARl
JAR
PKGS
CAN
19c
23c
LGt 25cCAN
BOTTLE 23c
A NEW LOW PRICE
FLAKY - TENDER - SLIGHTLY SALTED SQUARES 
FOR SOUPS - WITH CHEESE JELLY PEANUT 
BUTTER, ETC.
FULL POUND-MORE THAN 185
D^DAV 20 MULE TEAM LB DVKAa brand
LUX FLAKES..........................
LUX TOILET SOAP XMAS PACK
BRAND PKG 17c - BORAXO
LARGE
PKG 22c
PACKAGE
15c
CAN 15c
SMALL
PKG
BARS 25c
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
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VINAL HAVEN 
★★★★
MRS OSCAR O. LAKE 
Correspondent
Mrs. Charles Boman was hostess 
Monday night to the Bridge Eight.
At Union Church Sunday night 
the pastor Rev. Kenneth Cook de­
livered a fine sermon on ‘‘If I had 
one more year to live " A chorus 
of 21 male voices, added much to 
the meeting. Miss Louise Burgess 
was organist. Prayer meeting will 
be held in the church parlor tonight 
Union Church. Circle will meet 
Thursday and serve supper at 5.30.
The 4-H club met Friday night 
with Miss Miriam Greenleaf.
Mrs. Daniel Howard and infant 
son who have been at the home of 
Mrs. Betty Dalzelle have returned 
to Rockland.
Mrs. Everett Libby and daughter 
Jane went Monday to Boston.
The new American Legion Home 
at the corner of Main and High 
streets will be open for public in­
spection Dec. 10 from 10 a. m. to 
9 p. m.
Ocean Bound Rebekah will meet 
Dec. 13. After the ceremonies there 
will be a Christmas tree. Each 
member is requested to take a ten 
cent gift. A box lunch will be 
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Coombs re­
turned Wednesday having spent 
Thanksgiving with their daughter 
Mrs. Earl Coe. Boonton. N J.
Ladies of GAR. met Friday 
right and partook of supper served 
by Eda Bradstreet. Kitty Webster. 
Villa Calderwood. Leola Smith and 
Olive Amiro. Two candidates were 
admitted to membership. After the 
ceremonies a Christmas program of 
gifts, games and refreshments was 
presented by the committee Min­
nie Chilles. Hllma Wehster. Beulah 
Drew and Ola Ames.
Mrs. Flora Brown recently enter­
tained the Rainbow Club.
Claude Swears was in Rockland 
Friday on a busine's trip.
Christmas night at Union Church 
the choir will present a dramatic 
cantata. “Good Will to Men." Re­
hearsals are now being held.
Mrs. Blanche Swears was hostess 
Monday to the Antique Club
Miss Fay Coburn entertained the 
Needlecraft Club Tuesday. Supper 
was served.
Mrs. Sada Robbins left today for 
Fairhaven. Mass.
Mother and Daughter Club met 
Tuesday with Mrs. Abby Hutchin­
son.
The annual meeting of De Valois 
Commanderv, Knights Templar, 
took place Friday night and these 
officers were elected: Em. com­
mander, L. B Dyer; gen.. O V. 
Drew; capt. general. Leoroy Ames; 
senior warden, Fernald Ames; ju­
nior warden, Curtis Webster; pre­
late, O. C. Lane; treasurer, Albert 
Carver, recorder, C. L. Boman;
standard bearer, G. A. Lawry; 
sword bearer. J. E. Snow; warder, 
A A. Peterson; finance committee, 
L B Dyer, O. V. Drew, Leroy Ames.
Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal 
Haven office from the arrival of the 
boat Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 7. 
until its departure Friday morning. 
—adv.
NORTHPORT
Mrs. Wilbur Moffitt has returned 
tc her home here. She has been 
convalescing at her daughter’s in 
Belfast after an successful opera­
tion at the Waldo Hospital. Dr. 
Webber of Portland a specialist, 
was the surgeon.
Miss Madeline Salisbury, a stu­
dent at Castine Normal School is 
practice teaching in Frankfort.
Herbert Oxton of Hallowell. Percy 
Hill and son Allan of Portland who 
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. 
Elmer Oxton, have returned home
Mr. and Mrs. Robie Ames and 
family spent the holidays with Mr. 
and Mrs. Roderick Lord in West­
minister. Vt.
Donald Barnes, 12-year-old son 
of Supt. of (Schools A. F. Barnes 
won the contest conducted by the 
, City Drug store of Belfast. The 
' prize was a new bicycle.
Grand View Grange met Thurs- 
i day night, supper being served with 
Annette Merrithew as chairman. 
Miss Heloise Ready was admitted to 
j membership. These officers were 
elected: Master. Robie Ames; over- 
Jseer, Earl Brown, steward, George 
Istantial; lecturer. Laura Oxton; 
assistant Stewart, Albert Robinson; 
'chaplain, Carrie Wood; secretary, 
j Louise Brown; gate keeper. Donald 
Wood; ceres. Mary Ames; pomona. 
Ruth Brown; Flora. Annette Mer- 
1 rithew; lady assistant Stewart, 
Madeline Mahoney; executive com­
missioner, Helen Heal. The office 
i of treasurer was left ope nuntil the 
I next meeting Dec. 15. It was voted 
to discontinue the Monduy night 
card parties until after installation.
Rehearsals are going forward on 
I the play "Little Miss Hitchhiker 
ta be presented Jan. 9 by the Dra­
matics Club of the Grange.
Among the lucky hunters not 
mentioned to date are: Bert Bird. 
Lyford Small, Vernal Small and 
Paul Mahoney.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wyman moved 
Thursday to Belfast for the winter.
John Ingles of Hudson. N. Y. 
will spend the winter here with his 
son Mervin Ingles.
Seed Sown Here 
Falls In Fertile 
Soil, Insuring a 
Bountiful Harvest
An Old-Time Duel
Fournier and Dupont Fight 
It For Years, Under Vary­
ing Titles
(Second Installment)
At least 10 duels had been fought
by the two in this time, and at 
least five wounds were recorded on 
each one's body by the other's ra­
pier. Fournier, being of the opinion 
that duelling was the normal con­
dition of man. was delighted. Du­
pont was despondent, for Marie 
remained firm to her purpose. He 
asked her again to marry him. 
"This duel,” he repeated, “will 
probably never end." “Then I will 
never marry," she said, firmly.
"It can only end by my surren­
dering to Fournier," said he turn­
ing bitterly from her presence. This 
woman, who loved him so dearly 
gazed after him with flashing eyes. 
"Did he say surrender " 6he mur­
mured. That night, as Gen. Du­
pont rode at a slashing gait past 
her house, in the direction of Beau­
vais. where Fournier was now sta­
tioned, she muttered a short prayer 
and rested her head on her hands. 
In her heart of hearts she said: 
"He surely will not surrender.”
Dupont reached Fournier early 
the next morning. They embraced 
hke old friends, as indeed they 
were for Fournier, about a month 
previous, had proved his friend­
ship by pricking a young fellow who 
had said something derogatory of 
Dupont’s sweetheart. "At least," he 
said, in telling Dupont of the cir­
cumstance. “I thought it might 
have been your sweetheart, for she 
lived in Rouen, and he called her 
Marguerite.” “My dear fellow," 
Dupont had responded, “there may 
be many Marguerites in Rouen; 
but my sweetheart is not one of
them. She is Marie." A shade of 
gloom overshadowed Fournier') 
countenance. "I was wrong.
then, " he said. "I pricked the poor 
fellow for no cause at all.” When 
Dupont and Fournier had embraced, 
entered immediately upon the 
business that had brought him. "I 
have come. Fournier.” he said, “to 
compromise the whole matter be- ! 
tween ust" "Compromise it? Im- 
po sible.” "Listen first. We have 
been fighting for nearly five years, 
and for what?" “Ciel? I do not 
know.” “You surely remember the 
cause of our quarrel ” “Not a bit 
of it.”
"My dear Fournier." said Duport, 
when we were both Captains at 
Rouen, I by the General’s order, 
debarred your entrance to the 
Giand Ball, on the night of 
jthe funeral of young Blumm,
’ whom you slew.” “My dear 
Dupont.” said Fournier, coolly, 
"I never slew young Blumm. He 
was a Burgher, and I would have 
condescended to fight with him. I 
i emember now that you debarred 
jmy entrance to the Grand Bail; 
tut you had your premises all 
I wrong."
j "Why. then, did you not say so," 
j asked Dupont. Fournier shrugged 
his shoulders.
me to do
GREYHOUND
Swift, graceful, and remarkably wise. Ancient Egyp­
tian and Greek royalty regarded him as a symbol of 
aristocracy. His distinguished lines and proud bear­
ing appear oil Egyptian carvings dating to 3500 
B. C. Racing has made this breed popular in the U. S.
IT’S THRILLING to watch the flash­ing greyhound in full (light. But 
it’s important to note that when the 
race is over he lets up and rests — as 
the greyhound above is doing now. 
Though the dog’s high-keyed ner­
vous system closely resembles our 
own, the dog relaxes instinctively! Life 
as it is today leads ns to ignore fa­
needless NEEVE STRAIN
ADVERTISEMENT
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
P. W. A. PROJECT NO. MAINE 1138-F
TOWN OF NORTH HAVEN, MAINE.
Separate sealed bids for General Construction of Library 
Building for Town of North Haven, Maine, will be received by 
Chairman of Selectmen at the cffice of the Selectmen until 4.30 
o'clock P. M., Eastern Standard Time, Tuesday, December 20, 
1938. and then at said office, publicly opened and read aloud.
The Information for Bidders, Form of Bid, Form of Contract, 
Plans. Specifications, and Forms of Bid Bond and Performance 
Bond may be examined at said office and at the office of II. 
Daland Chandler, Architect, 75 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass­
achusetts, and copies thereof obtained from either office upon 
payment of {12.00 for each set. Any bidder, upon returning such 
set promptly and in good condition, will be refunded his payment, 
and any non-bidder upon so returning such set will be refunded 
$6.00.
The Town of North llaven, Maine, reserves the right to waive 
any informalities in or to reject any or all bids.
Each bidder must deposit with his bid security in an amount 
of not less than five per centum (5%) of the base bid in the form 
and subject to the conditions provided in the Information for 
Bidders.
Attention cf bidders is particularly railed to the require­
ments as to conditions of employment to be observed and mini­
mum wage rates to be paid under the contract.
The estimated cost of the work to be performed under this 
contract is $17,400.00.
No bidder may withdraw his bid within 30 days after the 
actual date of thr opening thereof.
JOHN B. CROCKETT, 
Chairman of Selectmen. 
North llaven, Maine.
Date, November 30, 1938.
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FLORIDA
MIAMI’S
Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way. 
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, 
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
Booklet
on
Application
H. H. Mase 
Manager
HOTEL
GRALYNN
Corner Second Street 
and First Avenue 
Moderate Rates
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
June to
October
Hotel
Maselyn
Stamford 
Del. Co. 
N. Y.
HE’S RESTING
HIS NERVES__
tigued nerves. We’re apt to carry on 
despite increasing tension and strain. 
Be kind to your nerves if you want 
them to be kind to you. Pause a while 
every now and then. LET UP— 
LIGHT UP A CAMEL! Let the fre­
quent enjoyment of Camel’s inild, 
ripe tobaccos help you take life more 
calmly, pleasantly, profitably!
They know how pleasant life ran he when they
"LET UP-LIGHT UP A CAMEL”
WOMEN’S TRAP-SHOOTING CHAMPION of
North America, Mrs. Lela Hall, says: "Holding a 
shooting title lour years straight puts pressure on 
the nerves. I give my nerves frequent rests. I let up 
—light up a Camel—e/fen/Camels are so soothing.”
pip y°j KHOW.— that tobacco is remarkably 
Sensitive to moisture? That at 
one stage, practically all the 
moisture is removed from cig­
arette tobacco, and then later 
just the proper amount re­
stored? That there are more 
than 40 huge air-conditioning 
machines where Camels are 
made ? Camel spends inillions 
to insure all the mildness and 
ripe richness of Camel’s finer, 
more expensive tobaccos.
A REPORTER’S JOB is noted for healing deadlines, rush duties, ex­
citement, and nervous tension. Naturally, "Let up — light up a Camel” is 
a smoking rule that's greatly favored by newspaper men. They know!
"A THOUSANDTH OF AN 
INCH is important in my 
work,” says Charles Dietrich, 
lens grinder. "I've gef to con­
centrate. Naturally, my nerves 
would be on the spot if I 
didn't pause now and then. 
I let up —light up a Camel.”
EDDIE CANTOR — America's great eomie personality — 
each Monday evening on the Columbia Network. 7:30 pm 
E.S.T., 9:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., 7:30 pm P. S.T.
BENNY GOODMAN—King of Swing, and the world’s greatest 
swing band—each Tuesday evening—Columbia Network. 9:30 
pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.
oJ.liLET UP- LIGHT UP A ( AM E L ’
Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos arc SOOTHING TO THE NERVES
draw his other one.” He thrust his 
hat cautiously from behind the 
shelter of the tree. Fournier plain­
ly saw the ruse. Nevertheless he 
That was not for | fired at the hat, he knew, was 
Duels were scarce in'not on Dupont's head. The ball 
those days, and my cause of quarrel, went through it.
had to do with Blumm. He was j Dupont, having drawn his adver-
I probably killed by some roistering sary's fire, stepped out, and ad- 
blade of his own rank, while I re- j vanced upon him with two pistols, 
ceived the credit of it. as I did of still loaded, in his hand. Four- 
every wild act occurring in Rouen' nier, with pale face, stepped ga.vly I 
at that time." cut behind his tree, took off his Methodist vestry Wednesday at
"Then the whole thing has been (hat with a bow. opened the breast ! °’c,ock- Committees are: Aprons 
a mistake." said Dupont. "Is there of his coat and said "Shoot " 
i any reason why we should continue j Dupont dashed his pistols on the 
our quarrel?" “Ah? yes General," ground. "I will not." he cried.
ROCKPORT ★ ★★★
LIDA O. CKAMPNEY 
Correspondent
★★:
TeL 2221
a half-brother Webster Totman of 
Boston and several nieces and 
nephews. For the past 28 years Mr. 
Simmons had been care taker at the 
C. Walcott Henry summer home on 
Beauchamp Point until ill health 
obliged him to retire.
The annual Christmas sale of La­
dies' Aid Society will be held at the 
3
MICKIE SAYS—
POOR HAVE INNINGS HONORS IN BUTTER FAT
And the Rich Abandon Their Arro- Hairy Herds In Four Counties En- 
gance—Christmas Armistice gaged In This Competition
I dcubt whether our civilization Four dairy herds in as many 
could endure if it weren't for the counties shared top honors in but- 
gcncral Armistice observed on ! terfat production among the herds
Christmas. For at least a whole or. test in dairy herd improvement
'said Fournier, with a smile. "You "Then,” said Fournier, "my life 
t see, it was not the killing of Blumm U in your hands. Make your own
i that constitutes our cause of quar­
rel; it was your barring my en­
trance to the ball." '’True." said 
\ Dupont, with a sigh. "Then I have 
icome to propose a compromise."
“Why, my dear General, do you 
wish to wind up our pleasant inter­
changes so summarily?"
"Becau=e," replied Dupont, in a 
'low tone, "my betrothed will not 
marry me until this duel is ended.”
"Ah? said Fournier, rising, “have 
I been doing you such a wrong as 
that? Come, then, let’s hear your 
proposition." ,
"It is this: We will fight with 
pistols. As you have greatly the 
advantage, we shall each take two 
pistols, and enter the private park 
of M. La Tour, in the suburbs, at 
eppo’ite gates. Then we will fire 
when we like.”
“The idea is a good one,” said 
Fourntor; but he was apparently 
not en^iusiastic over this duel with
terms.”
"Fournier.” said Dupont, taking 
both his hands, and looking into 
his eyes, “our duel is no longer a 
duel. We do not fight to kill, but 
to show generosity. Your two pis­
tol shots were intended, not to hit, 
tut to miss me. I can fight you 
t.o longer, and I give you your life 
without teims."
"I take it." responded Fournier, 
“only on condition that I may be 
your friend and not your antagonist 
and that, if we ever fight again, 
you shall hold the right you now 
have—to two shots first."
The terms were accepted, and 
two friends were no longer anta­
gonists. On returning to Rouen. 
Dupont claimed Marie's hand, and 
told her how the duel had ended.
"Then.” said she. “you did not 
surrender?"
“No.”
Then the women, who loved him
pistols, which he had been so long S0, arms, and whispered
craving. He was, in fact, abstrac­
ted.
I The two separated, and repaired 
| to the park. As Fournier entered 
I the Northern gate, he saw Dupont 
waving his hand to him in the 
Southern entrance. They advanced 
a short distance and Fournier took 
refuge behind a tree. Dupont, see- 
. ing this did the same. They were 
still at long range, but Fournier 
j stepping from behind his tree, fired 
jone shot, which struck against Du­
pont’s tree, a foot above the roots. 
Dupont then moved forward to 
another tree, and the two were thus 
brought to close range.
“One of his two shots is gone,” 
said Dupont. "It is bad shooting 
for Fournier. Let me see if I can
in his car; “Ah. dear, if you had 
surrendered. I should never have 
spoken to you again.” The End
Here's Quick Relief for
RASPY COUGHS
DUE TO COLDS
first—put a small lump of Vicks 
VapoRub on tongue and let it
melt. The medW&tion bathes the Irri­
tated membranes as It trickles down your 
throat—bringing comforting relief— 
where you want It—when you want It. 
THM—mcl t a spoonful
of VapoRub ln a bowl 
of boiling water.
Breathe ln the vapors 
for a few minutes. As 
these vaporswork their 
way down through tfie 
atr-passages. they 
loosen phlegm and 
ease the cough.
VICKS
W VapoRub
and fancy work. Mrs. Annie Spear 
and Mrs Maude Davis; candy table. 
Mrs. Lillian Keller and Mrs. Louise 
Holbrook; suppeT at 5.30. Mrs. Lou 
Richards and Mrs. Cora Morrill.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Davis of Bar 
Harbor are spending the winter at 
the home of their granddaughter 
Mrs. Ben Morong.
Stated meeting of Harbor Light 
Chapter O.ES. takes place tonight 
followed by social hour with beano 
in the banquet hall.
Charles W. Jenkins suffered an ill 
turn Saturday at his home and is 
now confined to the bed.
Everett Pitts is at home from Bos­
ton to spend two weeks 'vacation 
with his family.
Mrs. Marie Bisbee will entertain 
the Baptist Ladies' Circle Wednes­
day afternoon at her home.
Rockport High boys' and girls' 
basketball teams will go to South 
Bristol to play tonight. The trip 
will be made by private cars.
The community was shocked to 
learn of the death of Mrs. Ada C. 
Libby, 76, widow of William A 
Libby, which occurred in Rockland 
about midnight Saturday following 
an operation which she underwent 
that morning. Funeral services will 
be held Thursday at 2 at the home. 
Interment will be in Amesbury Hill 
Cemetery. Surviving near relatives 
are two daughters. Miss Olive Libby 
of Los Angeles, Calif, and Miss) 
Carrie Libby.
Edwin T. Simmons. 73, died Mon­
day morning at his home on Russell 
avenue, following a long illness. 
Funeral services will be held Wed- j 
nesday at 2 o’clock at the Metho­
dist Church, Rev. N. F. Atwood 
officiating. The Camden Lodge: 
Knights of Pythias will perform ' 
their burial rites. Interment id 
Amesbury Hill cemetery. Mr. Sim­
mons leaves as surviving relatives, 
his wife, Mrs. Vellie York Simmons,
DID NA EVER THlUK VJHAT THE 
WORLD OWES TO TH' PRINTER?
Kill VA IMAG91E WHAT THIWGS
WOULD Be LIRE IF B/ERV
PRUJTER WUX TO QUIT WORK 
FER A NEAR’’ WHV. tF JEST 
TH' NEWSPAPERS WUZ TOUlf;
THIUGS WOULD SOOU BE
DEADER THAU AU EGVPTIAU 
MUM5AV !
month every year, all civilization 
has its attention captured by the 
coming of Christmas. Professional 
swashbucklers haven't the crust to 
yell for war when every dement 
person in the world is mellowed 
with the appeal to good will and 
rumors of international jangles arc 
pushed off the front page to make 
way for local stories of philan­
thropies.
The poor have their innings. The 
rich abandon their arrogance. If
For a Christmas gift, why not 
choose a box of our Stationery fot 
men and women? With name and 
address on sheets and envelopes or 
monogram on sheets and address on 
envelopes, priced at $1.00 to $1.50 a 
box. We have some very attractive 
boxes to select from at The Courier- 
Gazette office. Three-day service 
guaranteed—adv. tf
ELECTRICAL
SERVICE
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets, 
Lights and Small Appliances 
Installed and serviced 
Promptly
W. W. STRONG
48 GRACE ST., ROCKLAND 
TEL. 19-W
associations in Maine. Separated 
by only a few tenths of a pound ir. 
the official records of the herds of 
Harold Shaw, York county; J II. 
Howes. Penobscot county; E. A. 
Fernald. Oxford county; and E W 
Files. Cumberland county. The 
Files and Shaw herds were milked 
three times a day, the others 
twice. Fifty-two herds in the State 
reported average production of 30 
peunds of butterfat or more.
Only eight cows produced more 
than 70 pounds of butterfat. Two 
| of these were in the Files' herd and 
two in Alviah Emery's herd. YorkChristmas were uncelebrated for !
live years, the whole structure of ccunty -pbe others Were owned bv 
human society would collapse. It ' „e following- w L Grant. R c 
takes Just that much easement of ij?aton, Penobscot county; Hurd 
the strain of greed and the tension brothers, Waldo county. and Haro,d 
of animosity to keep the old ship Shaw York county
Records for 305-day lactationseaworthy.
Millions of people examine the
lists of their old friends and re­
member them and prepare affec­
tionate greetings for them. I dare 
say the bulk of these valuable
periods from several counties that 
14 cows produced more than 450 
pounds of butterfat during the 
period. Eight of these high pro­
ducers were owned by Hurd
friendships would be utterly lost if , brothers of Waldo county, and they 
Christmas were omitted for a few j ,lad the six highest producing cow.; 
years. j among the 102 whose records wen?
For about a month most people nported. Other cows with lactation 
are thinking more of their friends records of more than 450 pounds 
than of themselves. It takes theii jn the herds of the following:
minds of their own troubles; makes 
them at least temporarily a little 
better than they are It steadies 
them. We've thought about Christ­
mas as a day—the 25th day of De­
cember. The fact is Christmas Ls 
at least one-twelfth of the calendar 
year. We'd better hang onto it if 
we know what's good for us.
Lloyd Douglas
Cosmopolitan Magazine 1936.
'ssmjy
Everything from Soup to Nuta
The elomich should dlfest two pounds of food 
dally When you eat heavy, <rra«r. coar*e or 
rl< h foods or when you are nervous, hurried or 
chew poorly—your stomach often lours out to*? 
much fluid. Your f«o4 doesn’t dlgeat and you 
have kus, heartburn, nausea, pain or iour 
stomach. You feel sour, sick and upset all over
Doctor* lay never take a laxative for stomach 
pain. It 1» dangerous and foollah. It take* those 
little blark tablets tailed Bell ans for Indigestion 
to make lhe oxetsa stomach fluid* harmless, relieve 
dl.lrc. In no lira. .nJ pul you ba<kon your 
f..( Bnllrf I. ,o quick It 1. .mazing mJ on. 
PKkige PIMM lu A.k tor Bell.m tor IndlgMilou.
C C. Gocdnow, Androscoggin coun­
ty; Fred Corliss Aroo-took: Marion 
Jordan, Cumberland county. Clifton 
Walker. Knox-Lincoln county; and 
E. D. Chase and son, Waldo county.
READ ALL THE NEWS 
THEN READ ALI. THE ADS
Vinal Haven & Rockland 
Steamboat Company
ROCKLAND
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Itcad Down Read Un
V M P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington, Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven. Ar. 3.30
8.15 Lv. Vinal llaven. Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland, I,r *
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iSHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS 
Correspondent 
Tel. 190
The Fall Of Arico Busy Basketeers
Rockport Boys and Girls 
Win — Lincoln Defeats 
Bliss College
Rockport High boys and girls de-
NEWS OF THE DAY New Wonder Metal for Buses
-AT-
*] In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements In this column not 
to exceed three lines Inserted ones fn» 
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad­
ditional lines five cents each for one 
time 10 cents for three times. Six 
small words to a line.
As collected hy our correspondent, 
GILBERT HARMON 
Telephone, Camden 713
Above—Modem sleeper coach—use of the new material in making this 
but saves 4 tone! This is the equivalent to the weight of over 40 pas­
sengers and their baggage. Below—Typical Magalloy castings for a big 
but. They weigh one-third lets than aluminum, four-fifths lest than steel.
■ ••• ••• ••• $e
JEGGS AND CHICKS 5
CLEMENTS Chicks give exceptionally 
profitable results. Unusual Reds and 
Clem-Cross Pullets. Our “four farm 
co-operative" Insures better quality for 
less money Catalog free. Write 
CLEMENTS BROTHERS FARMS. R 33. 
Winterport. Me. 144-52
CAMDEN
Frank Gardner Takes Hot 
Ten-Stiing Match By 
15 Pins
Last night before a packed house.
Frank Gardner defeated the Great feated Appleton High teams when 
they met Friday night on the floor 
of the Rockport gymnasium, the
Arieo by 15 pins, in the first ten 
strings of a twenty-string total.
Gardner was hot all the way and
only once did he slip below the cen- l«irls wi™ 45 t0 7 and the
The Thursday Club met at the 
home of Mrs. Edward T. Dornan 
last week. The usual three tables 
were in play, and prizes were award­
ed Mrs. Enoch Clark. Mrs. Forrest 
Stone and Mrs. Stanley Macgowan.
The Club meets next Thursday with 
Mrs. Clark.
The United Cement Workers 
elected these officers Moday night:
President, Elston Luce; vice presi­
dent. Edward Hastings; treasurer.
Chester Smalley; financial secre­
tary Howard Rowell; recording sec- ,„ derful game for the spectators toretarv,. Raymond Hoch; trustees 5 . .. ..
tury mark, getting a 96 in his fifth 17 to 8 Rockport displayed a bit| 
string. The match started with the; more power throughout the games, 
crowd raring to go and both men J Boys' lineup:
Mrs Aramede Porter has returned i hazy memory ol being in the towns 
I home after a visit with her sister in I of Milo and Norway, but remembers
rolled in real championship style, 
the totals being 1060 to 1045. Gard­
ner was out to avenge his defeat of | D Hyssong. If 
a year ago, when Arico took the 
Knox County title away from him. 
by 13 little pins. For the first 
match of the year, this was a won-
Alfred Sanders, chairman, Leroy 
Forbus. and Henry Bachelder; ' 
guide, Alfred Sanders; guard, Clin- , 
ton Kelly. ,
There were two tables at tlie Con-1 
tract Club Friday at the home of 
Mrs. Maynard Spear. First prize 
was awarded to Mrs. Lee W. Walk­
er and second to Miss Lizzie Leven- j 
saler. Miss Lucy Rokes will be 
hostess next week.
Orient Lodge of Masons meets 
Tuesday night. The second degree 
is to be worked, and there will be 
refreshments.
The Parent-Teacher Association j 
meets Thursday night in the High 
School auditorium.
Mrs Allyne Peabody was hostess 
to the Little Garden Club. Thurs­
day night for supper and the eve­
ning.
Mrs. Maynard Williams of Rock­
land spent Sunday with her son 
and daughter-in-law. Mr and Mrs 
Oivel F Williams.
Mrs. L. Bliss Gilchrest returned 
home Sunday after spending the 
past month in Pennsylvania and 
New York
“'Cause We Like It'' 4-H Club 
will meet Wednesday night at tlie 
home of Mrs. Robert MacFarland. 
The refreshment committee this 
week is Miss Christine Hysom and 
Miss Phyllis Hall.
Mrs Adele Munro, who has been 
residing at 12 North street, has 
moved to the house owned by J. B. 
Paulsen on Fluker street. Her 
daughter Mrs. Charles Cushman. , 
and four children of Port Clyde, i 
and Miss June Johnson of Long 
Cove were her weekend guests. [
Friday is the date of the annual | 
Christmas sale and supper spon- i 
sored by the Federated Circle at the j 
Congregational Church vestry. ! 
The committees are: Aprons. Mrs. 1 
Frank Hathorne and Mrs. S. B. 
Comery; fancy work. Mrs. Weston 
A. Young and Mrs. Stanley Mac­
gowan; cooked food. Mrs. Orvel F. 
Williams and Mrs. Oscar Crie; 
candy. Mrs. Elmer E. Biggers and 
Miss Helen Studley; grabs and par­
cel post packages. Mrs. W. B. D. 
Gray; 25-cent table. Mrs. Evelyn 
Snow and Mrs. S B. Comery; white 
elephant table. Mrs. William Rich­
ards and Mrs Hubert F. Leach. 
The chicken pie supper at 6 o'clock 
is in charge of Mrs. Bowdoin Graf-
J. Hyssong. rf 
Barrows. If . 
Turner, rf ...
Burns, c .......
Cavanaugh, rg
Cain, lg ....
Noyes, lg . ..
Rockport
G 
4 
1 
0 
0 
0
watch. a smooth performance all the 
way through.
Gardner won the first by four and Hare r" 
in the second, both boys went to1 
town. Frank winning 117 to 115 to 
lead by six purs. Arico's next two 
were his lowest of the night, he 
having real bad leaves and no dead­
wood at all. Gardner stayed over 
the century mark with 101 and 100 
against Mike's 86 and 84. to give 
him a lead of 37 pins for the first, 
four and it looked like curtains for. 
the great one.
With this big lead, Mike pulled a 
Corrigan in reverse and rolled 116- 
111-127 to regain the 37 and put 
himself seven up. The eighth saw
T. Gusliee.
! Mink, rf ..
Harrington.
Griffin, rf 
F Gushee.
Hall, lg 
Moody, lg 
Keene, rg
Referee. Turner; timer, 
ards; scorer. Carleton.
11
... 0 
... 0
0
Appleton
G.
rf
0
o
0
0
2
0
0
1
F.
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
F
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
c.
Pts.
Melrose. Mass.
The Ladies' Aid will hold 
81 Christmas sale Dec. 9-10 at 
4 i Thomas Antique Shop.
0 i Willis Spear. Jr. of Thomaston is
nothing else that happened, 
a Post Office employes gave a testi- 
the | monial party to John L. Stahl, re- 
' tired clerk, Saturday night at the
Snow Eowl. Twenty-two sat down
U » • — — '
FOR SALE
0 passing the winter with his grand- to the banquet with Postmaster
Lincoln 29. Bliss 27
W'th only 10 seconds
CHILD'S sleigh for sale, first class 
condition, price reasonable. 4 BIRCH 
ST PLACE, city.______________ 144-14)1
USED Lambskin coat $20; good con­
dition. light weight and very warm 
Size 40. TEL. 436-M, city. 144-146
TWO tricycles for sale, cheap. In 
good condition. 30 GROVE ST, city.
146»lt
REGISTERED Shorthorn cow and 
registered Shorthorn bull, l-yr.-old for 
sale; also horse. M. B. HOBBS, Hope 
______________________________ 146*113
NICE 7-room house for -.ale, four 
rooms down, ihree up. Flush; cemen­
ted cellar, garage. A bargain. Tel. 
L W BENNER E95-J, 38 North Main 
St____________________________146-148
STOVES cf all kinds for sale. $5 to 
$40. C E. GRCTTCN. 138 Camden St, 
TEL IOCS WK 146-tf
Adrian R. Kelleher, acting as toast'
| master. Guests were Mrs. Gcoria 
! nobbs. former assistant postmas­
ter. J H. Hobbs, former postmaster, 
Frank J. Wiley. Everett Dufley. for­
mer mail messenger. F. W Miller, 
assistant postmaster, E M. Crosby, 
senior clerk. D. J. Dickens. George 
H Conant. Harry Thurlow. clerks; 
Harry C. Richards. Neil Magee. Leo 
Strong, Roy Fuller, and George 
Bcynton. mail carriers. R. F. D. car­
rier. Forest Magee. Carroll Burrill. 
janitor and Mrs. Gennella Wlggin. 
Ramarks wsrc madc by members of 
the party and a beautiful Elgin 
wrist watch was presented to Mr. 
Stahl by Mr. Miller. Benjamin 
Burkett was the chef, assisted by 
Leon Wilcox.
• « • •
"Lend .Ale Your Baby”
The Senior Class presented a 
play "Lend Me Your Baby” Friday 
night in the Cpera House before a 
large audience. The entire cast
1 j parents, Mr. and Mrs. Winfield
4 j Richards.
0 Mr. and Mrs Thaxter Lyons have 
0 moved to Jacobs avenue 
0 Mrs. Jack Frasier has been visit­
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ger- 
Pts shorn Walden.
O', Mrs. Carl F Cole attended the
1 dinner and reception at the Lafay- 
0 ette Hotel in Portland Sunday night 
0 ' given in honor of Thomas L. Payne
5 of Detroit. National Commander of 
0 United Spanish War Veterans 
0} Miss Bernice Payson received the
2 free round-trip ticket to Boston 
Rich- given Wednesday by Libby's Phar-
I macy.
Mrs. Charles Rider of Brooks was 
a weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs. 
to go, orman Goodwin.
Mrs E. E. Rokes is ill at her home 
ion High street.
Mrs. Austin Joy returned Monday
Gardner roll 118 to match the lead cowan, the Lincoln Academy left 
by four, to show how close this game j jorward. hove the ball into the 
Bliss College basket to give the | 
the ninth the Newcastle students a well earned 1 tQ North Haven 
champ stuck in a string of 113 to victory. Hildebrandt had previously, 1 Methodist Ladies' Aid So- 
lOo, putting him out front by the score after Lincoln
was. It looked like a game of square 
root, because in
same four pins.
The crowd by this time were fit 
to be tied. Quite a few of the Cam­
den scouts started taking notes 
about this time, which for the first 
time since he becarfle champ, found 
the Great Arico falling down on his rj
last string.
Mr. Gardner
trailed
Clunie. If 
Hatch, if 
Cowan. If
all the way.
Lincoln Academy 
G.
..... 0
0
... 1
..._ 1
Hildebrandt 
Glidden. lg
found he had gained 19 pins. Mike Brewer j 
once more chopping right down the rg
middle with an 88. his third one in, 
the eighty’s for the night. With a Totals 
war whoop that shook the building.
Gardner shook Arico's hand and ar­
ranged for next week's game, which | Russcu lf
Bates, rf .
, Strout. c .
and the others just couldn't get in Adanv jg 
to stay. A funny thing about 
Arico's strings was. that his three 
low ones were in the eighty's and 
Gardner's low one was a ninety-six.
Come earlj’ next week and avoid 
the rush. Smiling Phil Grover of busier „ man is the
Camden has already challenged the loafers he t0 attract
winner, so until this match is over ___________________ _______
he will have to sit tight .
Arico—
99 115 86 84 115 Hl 127 107 113 88 
—1045
Gardner—
103 117 101 100 96 109 104 118 107 
—1060
Official scorer. W. Chatto.
rolling only 107
. c 9
0
0
1
will be next Monday at 7 p. m.
All hands stayed until the finish
NORTH WARREN *£
had, ciety will meet Wednesday in the ( showed a great deaj Of talent and 
vestry. The afternoon will be spent ; the production went off smoothly, 
knotting a quilt,
pts I Austin Rankin and Stephen Tne members of the cast were: Al- Ivin Fisher. Frances Bartlett. Mar-
0, Gross. students at the University of g>ret Rossiter Pre^tt. Al-
0,Maine, were home over the week- . n Wi)1apri Rrnwn nara
21>
o°i
4
.............. 12
Bliss College 
G
. 5 
. 0 
, 1 
, 0
.. 3Peterson, rg
Totals .............-
Referee—Wotton.
F.
5
0
2
1
1
9
Pts.
15
Miss Freda Moody recently under­
went an appendix operation at 
ton. Mrs. J. Russell Davis. Mrs. Lec ' Knox Hospital.
W Walker, and Mrs. P. R.Green- . 
leaf
Miss Barbara Elliot of Provi- i 
dencc. spent the weekend with her 
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Elliot.
Harold Libbv^of Richardson and ' 
Libby made a business trip Mon­
day to Portland.
The Warren Telephone Co. is ex­
tending its line to the residences of 
Donald Kenniston. Warren Whit­
ney and Joseph Robbins.
Deputy Fred Maxey of Good Will J 
Grange inspected White Oak I 
Grange Friday night. Owing to . 
slippery roads and illness few of the
A daughter, Janet Blake was born 1 officers were present, but with the 
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Louie j assistance of members balloting was 
Jacob., of East Belfast at the home J conducted and the third degree
ol Mrs. I utlicr Clark. Mother and 
daughter arc being cared for by 
Mrs. Clark.
conferred. Luncheon was served. 
Members of the Alford Wiley
family arc recovering from grippe.
Just think oi a standard Walker 
heating pad. 3 heat control, for only 
SI.99 That's what you can buy at 
tlie Central Maine Power Co. store. 
What a perfect, sensible gift.
146-147
In New York City there is a Hos­
pital. the Ellin Prince Speyer Me­
morial Hospital, which is exclu­
sively for animals. It ts run by the 
New York Women's League for Ani­
mals.
EASY-TO - BUY
1 his is a year of sensible, practical, casy-to-buy 
and handy-to-own gifts. Visit lour intensely prac­
tical store and sec the hundreds of greatly to-be 
desired items wc offer.
SLEDS, SKATES, SKIS, CARPENTER SETS,
JACKKNIVES, TOOLS OF ALL DESCRIP­
TIONS, PYREX WARE, FLASH­
LIGHTS, ELECTRIC FOOD MIX­
ERS, CORN POPPERS, TOASTERS 
GIFTS WITHOUT NUMBER
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, MF
NEW wonder material haa been 
developed which is greatly re­
ducing the cost of operation of 
airplanes and buses and which pre­
sents similar advantages for trucks 
and trailers. Weighing only two- 
thirds as much as aluminum and 
only one-flfth as much as steel, in 
spite of its great strength and ten­
acity, it radically reduces the struc­
tural weight of the vehicle thus 
increasing the relative payload, 
while saving greatly on fuel, oil 
and tires. Grouped under the gen­
eral name Magalloy, there is a 
wide range of varieties of this new
A1 teristlcs for particular purposes.Of Important interest to Amer- 3 PIECE leather parlor set, $12: 3
leans is the fact that the raw ma- dec lamps. $2 $3 50. 4 qt. ice cream
metal, each having definite cbarac- enthusiasm.
terial in the form of magnesium 
brines and ores are common in the 
U. S. A. In fact, It is the third most 
abundant of our engineering metals 
and the supply is unlimited. Begin­
ning as a laboratory product the 
cost of the raw metal dropped from 
86 cents a pound in 1925 to 30 cents 
a pound in 1937. To makers of trans­
portation equipment either for land 
or air, where it costs real money to 
haul dead weight, the advent of the 
new material is being hailed with
freezer. $175: rocker, chairs, 75c; 1932 
Chrysler sedan (transmission broken 1. 
$20; elee trains. $2. 2 incubators. $2 50 
$5 TEL Camden 8316 ____ 146* 148
125 R I. pullets for sale. Laying 
over half ARTHUR C LEWIS. East 
Filendshlp, Tel 199-21________ 146’It-
GOOD value In small gas range and 
heater, both $5 W H. GLOVER CO
_____________________________ 146-149
NEW milch cow for sale. 7 years old; 
dry hard wood, sawed. -$9 cord del.; 
pigs. 4 weeks old. $2 50 each WILLIS 
MOODY Warren. 145*147
»» W WASHINGTON '•£ 'pleased with this State despite the 
blizzard which raged for several
den Damery. Willard Brown. Clara 
Brownell, Lucie Dickens, Lester 
Gross and Norman Dickey.
Tlie entertainment between the hall, 
acts consisted of selections by the 
High School orchestra and two 
solos by Francis Pellerin accom­
panied by Philip Pendleton.
Miss Hester Ordway of the faculty 
who had charge of the play re- 
' ceived a gift from members of the
The Ladies' Guild will hold its 
annual Christmas sale and supper 
tonight at Evening Star Orange
days while they were in town.
*
______ _______ ________ ♦
The garage of Ulric Peabody to- 
gether with several tons of hay was 
burned Friday night about 9 o'clock.
! MISCELLANEOUS
PIUS dressed; good work, prompt 
service MASON JOHNSON. Tel. 138
143-tfCause of the fire was unknown. _________.—SUITS made to order, ladles and
There was a small Insurance. Only men's clothing dry cleaned, pressed.
TWO horse sled for sale; also model 
“T" Ford coupe, or trade. FRANK 
MORRIS. Tenants Harbor._____ 144*146
UNIVERSAL and Norge electric re­
frigerators. 5 and 10-year guarantee. 
2-year free service. Only a few days 
left before Christmas 10C discount 
on all electrical merchandise. Free 
demonstrations In your home HAROLD 
E. COOMBS. 64 Masonic St, Tel. 768-R. 
Rockland 143-tf
VERY good buys—Superior lumber: 
Matched pine boards; novelty pine sid­
ing; also best seasoned framing lumber 
ano boards. JAMES Y MESERVE. V. 
G B, Jefferson; Tel. North Whitefield 
15 23   132*146
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. $1 25. 
Sawed. $1 15. long. $1.05. M. B. St C. O 
PERRY. Tel 487_______________ 144-tf
HARD coal for sale, also lumpy Po- 
cahontus soft coal; drv fitted hard 
and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom- 
- 62 144-tfrepaired, remodeled; all work guarsn- _teed BOSTON TAILORING CO. 475 »5ton- 
144*146
lack cf wind prevented the fire frpm 
destroying the dwelling house and Main st, Rockland. 
stable across the road. MEN old at 40! Get Pep. New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw oyster In- 
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Ellston and vlgorators and other stimulants. One dose starts new pep. Value $1 00. Call 
write C H MOOR * CO
131’139&143*148
c^st.
TO LET
2 ■ end.
21 The American Legion Auxiliary 
will meet Tuesday at 7.30 
The second electric cooking school 
conducted by Ruth Cluff of the 
Home Science Department of the
— Central Maine Power Co., will be
29 held in the Congregational Parish 
House. Thursday at 2 o'clock. The 
subject wil be "Holiday Menus.' 
Piano and vocal pupils of Mrs.
0; Ruth Collemer will give their semi- j 
4, annual recital Friday at 7.45 in the 
11 Episcopal Parish house. The pub- 
7 lie is invited. These pupils will take 
”1 part: James Proctor, Priscilla 
Crockett, Betty Stetson. Margaret 
Thomas. Joy True. George Young, 
Mary Hatch. Marjorie Ames. Pa- 
mc>re tricia Hatch. Phyllis Packard. Joan 
Perry. Eleanor Brown. Marion Mc­
Dermott, Ruth Owen, Geraldine 
Rider. Jennice French. Phyllis 
Dean. Muriel Young, Thelma Dean, 
Shirley Cookson. Edna Rankin. Re­
becca Johnson. Donald Ingraham, 
Constance Bowden, Marion Hary, 
Prudence Weaver, Myrna Curry, 
Maxine Duffeil. Frances Hastings. 
Joan Sawyer and Gianina Gallanti. 
i A. Burton Stevenson. Jr, re­
turned to his home on Park street 
[ Camden at 230 Saturday afternoon. 
Mr. Stevenson was last seen in 
Camden on Thursday morning and 
it is believed that he has been suf­
fering from exposure from which a 
bad cold developed. He collapsed as 
j scon as he reached his home and 
; was taken to the Camden Commun- 
,ity Hospital where he is resting 
I comfortably. Mr. Stevenson has a
27
Time—Four 8 s.
DO NOT FORGET
TO ORDER YOUR
CALENDARS
FOR 1939
ALL PRICES—ALL SIZES
The
Bald Mountain Co.
Axel E. Brunberg
Tel. 197-W
414 Main St., Rockland
134T-Satl57
(ISTOM PKkED 
lillGR
OR on MME
These chocolates arc exactly 
the same fine quality which for­
merly sold nationally for $1.50 
and $2.00 the pound. Thej’ are 
packed for us under our own 
name in neat, but inexpensive
boxes. We are able to offer them to you at half their former price. 
Do not confuse these with ordinary “price" chocolates. They are 
the most temarkable value ever offered to candy lovers. The 
line is complete. You are sure to find the kind vou like best. 
Come in and try a box soon.
•lO rax pai
Standard Assortment dark chocolate* 
Standard Assortment, milk chocolate* 
Hard and Chewry Assortment 
Creams and Soft Centers, assorted 
Bitter Sweet Thin Mints
M -I . THK PUI > »
Black Seal Assortment (150 dainty 
little chocolates to each poundl Most 
unusual box oi chocolates in the world)
SO TBS PSI WB
Trio Asao! tment (dark chocolate*, milk 
chocolates and dainty little chocolate*)
Sr
CCIALTIBS
5 and 10r boats (all one kind in a boat 
12 different flavors)
Cream Caramels, a lb.
Peanut Brittle, 25/ box 
MeZ/oiV Mints. 10/ and 29/ aue 
Trial size Black Seal chocolates 10/. 
and maav other popular items
BLAISDELL PHARMACY
MAIN ST. AT PARK ST., ROCKLAND, MF.
1------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Get Fast 
Relief from Colds
son Clifford who accompanied Mr. 
and Mrs. E B Overlock home from 
Rhode Island for the Thanksgiving LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock­land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
vacation have returned home much »°hrited. H. c. Rhodes. Tel. 5i9-j.
144-tf
RAW THROAT
WITH GENUINE
BAYER ASPIRIN
► ♦ »
« ♦
(t*******»»****lt
UNFURNISHED apt to let on Talbot 
Ave, heated. 2 bed rooms, large living 
room, kitchenette, and bath. Excellent 
closet space. Hardwood floors through­
out. Newly renovated Apply to C. F. 
SNOW. 130 Union St . Tel 158 142-tf
Legal Notice
NOTICE OK FORECLOSURE
WHEREAS. William Brooks, of Rock­
land. County of Knox and St3‘c of 
Main*1 hv his inorttage deed 1ated 
June 18. 1934. recorded In the Knox 
Registry of Deeds. Book No. 241. Page 
43. conveyed to the Home Owners’ Loan 
Corporation, a Corporation duly estab­
lished under the laws of the United 
States of America, having its office and 
principal place of business in Wash­
ington. District of Columbia, the fol­
lowing described real estate situated 
In Rockland, in said County of Knox 
and State of Maine;
"A lot or parcel of land situated 
at Pleasant Gardens, so called, in 
said Rockland, being Ix>t numbered 
97. situate on the south easterly side 
of Olenwood Avenue, so called, 
containing four thousand six hun­
dred eighty (4680> square feet, more 
or less* as shown on the plan of E 
N Sheffield Civil Engineer, dated 
May. 1921 and recorded with the 
Knox County Records, Book 3. Page 
M
Being the same premises conveyed 
to aid William Brooks, by V F. 
Studley Company. In accordance 
with its Bond for a Deed, dated 
.July 9. 1928. and recorded In Book 
235. Page 527 of the Knox County 
Registry of Deeds."
WHEREAS, the condition of said 
Mortgage Is broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the 
breach of the condition thereof the 
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation, 
by Elisha W Pike, Its Attorney there­
unto duly authorized by Its power of 
attorney dated October 1. 1936. and 
recorded In the Knox County Registry 
of Deeds. Book 249. Page 313. claims a 
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives 
this notice for that purpose.
Dated this twenty first day of Novem­
ber A D 1938
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORPORATION 
By Elisha W Pike
14O-T-146
STATE OF MAINE 
CITY OF ROCKLAND 
NOTICE
Hearing will be neld at the City Hall 
In the City of Rockland, on Wednesday, 
the fourteenth day of December A D 
1938, at seven-'hlrty o'clock In the 
afternoon, by the municipal officers 
for the approving of the application 
of William Savage Hotel Rockland for 
a license to sell spirituous and vinous 
liquors at No 291 Main Street. Rock­
land. Maine
All persons may appear to show 
cause, if any they may have, why such 
application should not be approved hy 
the municipal officers
Dated at said Rockland, this Stli day 
of December, A D 1938
Attest:
E. R KEENE | 
City Clerk
146-T-149,
STATE OF MAINE 
CITY OF ROCKLAND . '
NOTICE
Hearing will be held at the City Hall 
In the City of Rockland, on Wednesday 
( the fourteenth day of December. A D 
1938. at seven-thirty o’clock In the 
afternoon, by the municipal officers 
lor the approving of rftaslt llqulr ap­
plications for the following persons:
Albert C. Daniello, 6 Park St
Wm Savage. Hotel Rockland
Fraternal Order of Eagles, 16 Elni 
Street.
Thorndike Hotel Inc, 385 Main Street.
All persons may appear to show 
cause, tf any they may have, why said 
mult liquor iippllcatlona should not be 
approved
Dated at 'Rockland this 5th day of 
December. A. D. 1938
Alto ,1 :
E. R. KEENE 
City Clark
146-T 14!j
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
LIMITED TIME ONLY
ELECTRAHOT 
SANDWICH 
TOASTER
FEATURES:
Modern in Design.
Permanent Attached Grids 8%x5%. 
Will Both Fry and Toast.
Chrome Drip Cup.
Regular $3.95 Value
Only $2.95
Another Ideal Gift At a Big 'Saving
APARTMENT lo let. to responsible 
' parties, on Lisle St . TEL 493 W 9 a
m to 4 p m_________________146-143
MODERN apartment of five rooms 
Furnished If desired. Every convenience 
Healed A real home for the winter. 
Fire place Garaite nnd Janitor service, 
i Inquire THE MEN'S SHOP. Rockland 
!_______________________________145-tf
BARBER -hop to let completely fur­
nished. running 8 years V. F. STUD- 
1.EY, 283 Main St . Tel 1154. 145 tf
UNFURNISHED five-room apartment 
with flush, to let; centrally located, 
rent reasonable; references required 
I. A THURSTON. Tel 1159 144-146
FURNISHED apartment to lot. linen. 
1 dishes, lights, water, garage. $13 TEL. 
1091 RK__________________ 144*146
I FURNISHED and unfurnished apart- 
| merits, 3 and 4 rooms, upstairs and 
down Inquire 11 JAMES ST. city
143 tf
i FURNISHED apt. to let. heated. In- 
; 'mire 25 Lindsey St , TEL 693 142-tf
i HEATED, furnished apartment to let. 
1 two large front rooms and bath; lights
and use of telephone; $6 week. 
HOUSE. 77 Park at, Tel 330
FOSS
142-tf
FIVE-room apartment to let at 47 
P'easant St. Inquire. LILLIAN BICK- 
NELt. 82 Limeroek St__________145*147
FOUR furnished and unfurnished 
apts. to let. with and without bath. 12 
KNOX ST. Tel. 156-W 140-tf
FURNfSHED apartment 
CRESCENT ST
to let 57 
137-tf
SMALL furnished house to let at 
Spruce Head near salt water; new 
caraqe. Ideal for vear-around home; 
rent reasonable CALL 793-W 106-tf
CENTeowt
AINE
MPAHY
146-147
----------------------------------------------
Krvryhodfi'a talking about
Our Christmas
Bargain Package 
Appliances
You Save Slt. lZ
• #22.f>5 G. K. Kadio
e Miller I. K. S. Lamp
• *3.50 Hof point Toaster
All for
Touch Tuning 
Five Tubes
$1 llown
$1.61 monthly
(If you prefer to pay cash—$27.95)
CENT
POWKtl^PCOMFi»AINEPAMT
FURNISHED room to let, MRS A. 
C. JONES, 5 Talbot Ave , Tel. 576
134tf
FOUR-room apartment to let, heated, 
hot water lurnlshed at 15 Summer St. 
Call MRS FROST, 318 W 144 tf
FOUR room apartment to let. all 
modern. Apply at CAMDEN and 
I ROCKLAND WATER CO, Tel. 634
144-tf
WANTED
a
♦
GIRL wanted who understands 
housework, comfortable home, near 
Boston Wages $5 per week. Write 
MRS W C MacTAVlSH. 43 Thornton 
St W i - n. Mass___________ 145-147
FIFTY cord of dry hard cord wood 
wanted. TeL Thoma.ston 62. J B PAUL­
SEN__________________________ 146-148
LOGGING contractors wanted who 
an Interested to operate blown down 
timber In New Hampshire from stump 
to delivery point Units of one million, 
feet, more or less, may be arranged for 
by giouplng lots of different owners 
Li one lucalltv. To establish contacts 
wrPc STATE TIMBER SALVAGE AD 
VISORY AGENCY. Room 16. Boston 
and Maine Railroad Station. Concord. 
New Hampshire 146-148
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven, 
105 Limeroek iSt., Rockland Me. Tel 
1293 EVA AMRS 146*148
YOUNG girl wants position as maid, 
riders prefered Write VIENNA OJAI A 
Ht Oeorge Box 74____________ 146*148
ELDERLY man. alone, desires house­
keeper. Good home, light work, wages 
$3. EDMUND ANDREWS. Vinal Haven
145*147
MAN wanted as direct representative 
for reliable nursery firm. All fruit 
trees, roses, etc., guaranteed. Invest­
ment or experience unnecessary. Pay 
weekly CONNECTICUT VALLEY NUR­
SERIES. Manchester, Conn. 146*lt
WATCHMAKER—Repairing watchea. 
clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and 
deliver, S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 
Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J.
144-tf
BUVuo/A
146&148S154
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^Society In reporting the program at the birthday party of Mrs. Amanda 
Choate, omission was accidentally 
made of the original poem read 
by Mrs. Bertha Higgins.
Mrs. Florence Knowlton, Mrs. Le­
land Crinkwater and Mrs. John M 
Richardson won bridge honors, 
when W.I.N. Club was entertained 
by Miss Pearl Borgerson at cards I 
and luncheon. Mrs. Pauline Scho­
field won the travel prize.
Mrs. Anah Gay was hostess to 
Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane re- Thimble Club members last night at 
turned Saturday from a week's visit a covered dish supper, at her home 
in New York.
Recent guests of Mi's. J. F. Cooper I 
were Herbert M. Lord 2d and Wil- j 
liam Bledsoe of Bowdoin College. This And That
Progress Of D. A. R. The Harms Concert Tickets, now on sale by members 
of the committee, also at Maine 
Music Company and Chisholm's 
Spa. in Rockland, at The Village 
Shop in Camden, and of Mrs. Ruth 
Turner George in Thomaston, are
With almost no concerts in the 
winter program in recent past 
years, it is interesting and welcome 
news to learn that Rockland is to
Mrs. Anne F. Snow Has 
Made “Tremendous Hit” 
With the Children
Mr. and Mrs. William Bragg an-
_____ j nounce the engagement of their j
At Thursday's meeting of Edwin I daughter. Evelyn Bernice of this 
Libby Relief Corps, officers for the dty to Private James H. Chandler; 
ensuing year were elected in tliisj0^ Port Williams, Portland. Miss 
manner, president, Mrs. Blanche J BraSS is a graduate of Rockland;
By K. S. P.
Teas, luncheons, parties, donations ' lhe privilege of presenting in priced at a very reasonable figure
recital one of this country’s re­
nowned younger pianists, William 
Harms. Dec. 12. in the Congrega­
tional auditorium. The Rubinstein, 
Club is acting as sponsor, with Miss
to enable all music lovers to attend. 
Another incentive to attend is the 
fact that the proceeds will be turned 
over to Knox County General Hos­
pital. Mark the date on the calcn-
of gifts for Christmas for Opportu­
nity Farm. Ellis Island and other 
approved projects as well as a stren­
uous effort to get the work of the 
several committees well underway 
are making these first days of De­
cember unusually busy ones for the 
3090 members of the Maine Daugh­
ters of the American Revolution. 
Undoubtedly there will be reports of 
many new activities from a number 
of Maine's 38 D.A.R. Chapters at 
the State Conference to be held in 
Portland in March.
Eunice Farnsworth Chapter of 
Skowhegan is stressing "Early 
American Music." Several Chapters 
are also making American Music 
an important part of their programs 
and no composer is considered un­
less he is an American citizen.
Several hundred boys and girls in 
thq State enrolled as Junior Ameri­
can Citizens, under the sponsorship 
of the D.A.R. with Mrs. Ada Edge- 
comb Andrews of Hallowell as State 
! Chairman, are very proud of their 
I certificates and pine from National 
D.A.R. headquarters at Washington.
Koussinoc Chapter of Augusta, 
Mrs. Leroy F. Hussey, regent, has 
eight clubs with an enrollment of 
nearly 300. Mrs. R. G. Kennison is 
Chapter chairman. The members of 
the club are enthusiastic. Their ages 
run from six years up and the teach­
ers are delighted with the results 
already attained.
Miss Carmeta Appleby, State pres­
ident of the Maine Children of the 
American Revolution and vice re­
gent of Gov, James Bowdoin Chap­
ter. D.A.R., will organize and install 
officers of Fort Western Society, 
C.A.R., of Augusta, as soon as the 
papers arc received from Washing­
ton. William Fairfield Society of 
Portland is already established and 
two more Societies are nearly ready 
to be organized. There are about 
10 000 children in the United States 
enrolled in the C.A.R.
Lady Kncx Chapter of Rockland 
furnishes two members for import­
ant positions in Maine D.A.R., viz., 
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich (known as 
"Our Orator'). who is serving as a 
member of the National Committee 
on National Defence Through Pa­
triotic Education; and Mrs. Anne F. 
Snow who heads the State Commit­
tee for Knox Memorial; and, by the 
way. has mate a tremendous "hit" 
with the children whom she has 
escorted through “Montpelier" and 
who are now writing up some of the 
tales she told them for school essays.
High School, class of 1938. Mr. 
Chandler attended school in Dam­
ariscotta.
Shaaie; vice president, Mrs. Gladys 
; Murphy; secretary. Mrs. Elizabeth
Barton; treasurer, Mrs Mae Cross; 
chaplain, Mrs. Ella McMillan; con­
ductor, Mrs. Margaret Rackliffe; 
guard, Mrs. Jennie Pietrosky; past 
president. Mrs. Inez Packard. The 
nominating committee appointed 
State vice president Mrs. Elizabeth 
Barton as installing officer. Next 
Thursday the annual fair takes
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Soule, who place wlth circle supper dlrected 
have been visiting relatives and'by Mrs' Bertha Hig8lns and Mrs
friends here for a few days, have Adelma Mullen and the evenlng 
given over to a public game party.
on Broadway, 
evening.
Sewing occupied the
Mrs. Donald C. Leach. Mrs. Wil­
bur F. Senter and Mrs. Thomas C.
Stone have returned from two days' 
visit in Portland, where they were 
guests of Mrs. John H. McLoon. at ' returned to Lynn. Mass
the home of her parents, Mr. and' --------
Mrs H. Nelson McDougall.
'Is it the duty of the United 
States to meddle with European 
affairs? Is it policy?'1 Educational 
Club discussion for 3 p. m. Friday. 
Mrs. Louise Ingraham hostess. All 
members are asked to report their 
own eligibility as new Key Women, 
lor magazine awards. Attendance 
and service is increasing member­
ship at the annual program is near­
ly ready for 1939 printing. Box 
lunch at 6. Current items as to 
New York World's Pair. China. 
Spain. Hitler. Duke and Duchess 
of Windsor. Lindbergh, and Dela- 
dier with memory gems are desired. 
Speakers at 4.30 and 7 p. m.
An extra special value, offered 
lor a strictly limited time is the 
electric sandwich toaster at the
Corner Club met Friday at the 
home of Mrs. I. J. Shuman with 
Mrs. Choris Jenkins, hostesss. High 
score at cards went to Mrs. Mida 
Packard.
Mrs. Evangeline Brown has re­
turned to Worcester. Mass., after 
a visit witli several Rockland rela­
tives.
Itooevik Club is again directing 
the sale of Christmas Health Seals 
this year, in connection with the 
local charity work. Mrs. George 
St. Clair is chairman.
Misses Anne and Betty Dolheim 
of Newton. Mass., have been guests 
of their aunt, Mrs. Martha Haskell.
Betty Lou Pendleton, daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Pendleton, 
Center street, celebrated her eighth
Central Maine Power Co. store, 447 birthday Friday by entertaining 
Main St., reg. $355 value, $2.95.
Thoroughly modern, fries and 
toasts, chrome drip cup , 146-147
COMIQUE
CAMDEN
DEC. 7-8
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
“Four’s A Crowd”
wiht
ERROL FLYNN and 
OLIVIA DE HAVILAND
NOW PLAYING 
“SUEZ" with
with
LORETTA YOUNG 
TYRONE POWER
WEDNESDAY ONLY
When love goes on an 
international joy* spree 
...its beaucoup fun!
SAYITIN 
FRENCH
A Paramount Picture with
RAY MILLARD 
OLYMPE BRADNAU
HfHE MEdVET -man KECHI
Olrect.il by Andrew L. btene ■
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
WIVE THIT FUG—BEIT THAT DRUM 
ROW THIT BUBIE —HERE THEY COME!
lANE-MfiSSm
JOHNNIE ’SCAT' DAVIS • JANE BRYAN 
EDDIE ALBERT
j RONAIO REAGAN*JANE WYMAN* HENRY O'NHl I 
Directed by WILLIAM KEIGHLEY 
Presented by WARNER BROS
STRAND
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg., 6,30, 8.30 
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
A group gathered Sunday night 
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ray­
mond Pendleton, to celebrate the 
birthday of Sidney Cullen. A tree 
of gifts, a birthday cake and de­
lightful luncheon were enjoyed by 
these guests; Mr. and Mrs. Hiram 
Crie, Mr. and Mrs. Howard Rollins. 
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Hoch and 
Miss Gladys Grant.
Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Philbrook. Mr.
Ladies Night at the Elks Home j anc* Mrs. Leo Howard, Mr. and Mrs. 
tomorrow night.
Members of the Garden Club Fed­
eration of Maine, representing the 
Medomak region, met at the Copper 
Kettle for luncheon last week and 
discussed plans for a proposed re­
gional flower show to be held in the 
summer of 1539. Those present were 
Mrs. Albert Benedict, general chair­
man. Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton. re­
gional director. Mrs. Sumner Sewali 
and Miss Jane Murphy of Bath.
Miss Marion Stetson of Damari­
scotta. Mrs. Clyde Holmes and Mrs.
Maine Hills of Belfast. Mrs. Richard 
O. Elliot. Mrs. Arthur Elliot. Mrs.
Creighton and Mrs. Overlock of 
Thomaston, Mrs. Ernest Robbins of 
Camden. Mrs. Eva Hellier and Mrs.
Maude Blodgett of Rockland.
George St. Clair and Mr. and Mrs 
Harold Ames of Camden are on 
the committee for Thursday night’s 
Masonic Assembly to be held in 
Temple hall. Doug Vinal's orches­
tra will provide music. The com­
mittee requests those not solicited 
to provide sandwiches.
friends. Games and refreshments 
were enjoyed and Betty received 
pretty gifts. Her guests were Pris­
cilla Boardman. Elizabeth Brewster, 
Malcolm Hallowell, Robert Crie. 
Ann Marie Whalen, Evelyn Pendle­
ton and Ruth Bowey,
Mrs Emma Baxter of Syracuse. N. 
Y. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ed­
ward Baxter, West Meadow road.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer have 
returned from a fortnight's visit in 
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Cummings of 
Vinal Haven were In the city yes­
terday making preparations for 
their second trip to San Luis Obispo, 
Calif., where they will spend the 
winter with their daughter, Mrs. 
Gwendolyn Marshall. Among the 
events to which they are eagerly 
looking forward are the football 
game In the Pasadena Rose Bowl
Mrs. H. O Heistad of Rockport 
and Mrs. Howard Rollins of Cam­
den appeared before the Women’s 
League of the First PaTish Church 
in Belfast Thursday. Mrs. Heistad 
giving a paper on "Glimpses of Fa­
mous Folks.' based largely on in­
terviews and personal contacts with 
musicians who summer in this sec­
tion. and Mrs. Rollins playing as 
a piano solo Moszkowski's “Love's 
Awakening." Mrs. W. A. Hartshorn, 
formerly of Rockland, is president 
of the League which is a large and 
flourishing organization, embracing 
many activities such as sewing 
circle, family parties, public sup­
pers. rummage sales, etc., and with 
a hobby show falling in the early i
part of the New Year. Each month |Ken Ho°Pel 
the League has a formal meeting | 
with a speaker, usually drawn from 
outside. Among the ladies present, 
numbering well toward a hundred, 
were greeted Mrs. Norman Read 
(Essie Bicknell), Mrs. Stephen 
Shute (Helen Bacheldar), Mrs.
Mervyn Bird (Helen Piper), and
Nineteen young people met la.t 
Thursday night in the Goago Class 
rooms for social activities. Amid 
a shower of confetti announcing 
the arrival of Miss Virginia Mer­
riam and Charles Gross, in whose 
honor the evenings program was 
held, all social activities stopped. 
Miss Merriam received many useful 
and attractive gifts. Refreshments 
of ice cream, brownies and cookies 
were served. Bickmore and Perry, 
the camera fans, snapped several 
good shots during the evening. The 
Ping Pong Tournament will be fin­
ished at the next social evening. 
At the present date Maynard Ames 
holds the championship. A favorite 
chorus with the young people. 
“Carry Away a Song." closed the 
evening. Those present were: Rev. 
J. C. MacDonald, Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Merriam. Misses Dorothea and 
Virginia Merriam, Lillian Bates, 
Jessie Olds, Virginia Egan., and 
Ellen Maddochs. Earl and Luther 
Bickmore, Paul Pietroski, John 
Blethen. Willis Hurd. Maynard 
Ames. Ansel Young. Millard Hart, 
John Perry, and Kenneth Hooper. 
The committee in charge for the 
evening were Maynard Ames and
New Year's Day and the San Fran­
cisco-Oakland Golden Gates Expo- Mrs. Zenas Hartshorn and daugh- 
sition. ter. Mrs. Heistad and Mrs. Rollins
_____  were luncheon guests of Mrs. Hart-
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brackett of, shorn at her home on Condon street. 
Concord. N. H„ have been visiting ——— — 
in tills city.
Mrs. Hilda Kelley and Mrs. 
Cnarles Staples, who have been 
, guests of Mr and Mrs. Joseph Don­
dis, have returned to St. Stephen. 
Mr and Mrs. Dondis are their guests 
there for a«few days.
Opportunity Class met Thursday 
night with Mrs. Edith Gregory, with 
26 members and one guest attend­
ing. It was reported that six 
Thanksgiving dinners and one cheer 
basket were sent out, and 34 calls 
made the past months. Ail excel­
lent program, with Mrs. Helen Mc­
Kenney as chairman was given after 
| the business session consisting of 
readings. Mrs. Clara Gregory, Mrs. 
Alice Kaler and Mrs. Clara Emery; 
and vocal solo, Mrs. Lorna Pendlc- 
| ton. A very interesting talk on a 
I recent trip abroad, was told by Mrs. 
Marie Hurd. Refreshments were 
served, the hostess being assisted by 
Mrs. Hattie Bickmore and Mrs. 
Frances Hall. The January meeting 
will be held at the First Baptist 
j Church, with Mrs. Louise Ingraham 
’ Mrs. Marion Lindsey and Mrs. Ada 
Prescott entertaining.
Roller skating at Spanish Villa 
every Tuesday and Thursday night. 
I —adv. 146-147
Wednesday Night Is 
AWARD NITE, $300
Where there's DRUMMOND 
there's DANGER'
THURSDAY
NOW! No Smmo Dnaatic Saubl 
SPENCER MICKEY
TRACY • ROONEY
BOYS TOWN
Ww Bif SiirrownrfMf Scree* Shov!
I hildren's Matinee 4 P. M.
TODAY
JOE E. BROWN 
“FLIRTING WITH FATE" 
Children's Matinee 4 P. M.
PARK g
LOST MUSIC
I For The Courier-Gazette |
Bird music In thr air and trees 
Has gone, seeking warmer breeze 
The chatter of warblers at break o' day 
Lost. ere crisp December's ways 
Destroy their tender roundelays. 
Making life harsh through stormy ways. 
The fragrance of the air Is lost.
That life-giving ozone rare 
Puts hearts and lungs in swift repair; 
And Flora rests and Fauna sleeps 
In mute rapture as nature seeks 
Strength for renewing life completo 
When spring Is In the air.
K S P.
Rockland
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
THE PAYSON BEAUTY SALON
t
73 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND
Will Open
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8
Telephone 1078
COMPLIMENTS AND 
BEST WISHES
l
To Payson’s New Beauty Salon
Opening Thursday, Dec. 8, at 73 Park St., 
Rockland. The entire equipment was fur­
nished by
Maine Beauty & Barber Supply Co.
204-6 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
If, as Babson says, tlie country is 
on the verge of a sensational re­
covery in business, in other words 
this good day a-coming is just 
around the corner, the time to take 
cake is when it’s passing.
• • • •
TVA is quite under the hammer.
• • • •
“Snowbound" is what is filling the 
lives and hearts of many in the 
snowbound woods of Maine.
• * • ♦
Its good to have money and tlie 
things which money can buy, but 
it s good, too, to check up and make 
sure one has not lost the things that 
money cannot buy,
• • « •
Consumer, to heal waiter: “Just as 
a matter of curiosity, did the waiter 
who took mj’ order leave any 
family?”
• • • •
“Lo, now is come our joyful'st feast! 
Let every man be jolly;
Each roome with yvie leaves is drest 
And every post with holly 
Now all our neighbour’s chimneys 
smoke.
And Christmas blocks are burning; 
Their ovens they with bak’t meats 
choke
And all their spits are turning. 
Without the door let sorrow lie 
And if, for cold, it hap to die 
We'll bury't in a Cliirstmas pye 
And evermore be merry."
—Withers
• • * •
I have noticed that those who 
exert themselves only to the extent 
necessary to "get by'' never get as 
far as they should.
• • • •
It was the late E W. Berry who 
told me that the fine old Irish 
gentleman of Rockland. Richard 
Drummey, used on ever}’ possible 
occasion, the word "incopasiwosh- 
ity.” But nobody knew just what it 
was intended to mean.
• . . •
A little Rockland boy got up from 
his nap in the afternoon and found 
a party of women in the home, with 
his mother out of sight i(she being 
at the moment brewing tea). He 
looked at them all and said plain­
tively. "Where's home?"
• • • •
Did you ever stop to think in this 
age of much thought about what lo 
wear, that right through the ages 
there have been a lot of girls who 
rose to great fame without benefit 
of anything super in the way of 
clothes,
....
Holyoke. Mass., is the largest pro­
ducer of writing paper in the Unit­
ed Stales; and The Courier-Ga­
zette is the finest place to get per­
sonal stationery printed. You try 
and see.
....
Did you ever realize that tlie 
State Constitutions were written be­
fore the Federal Constitution? And 
did you know that King George and 
his parliament in violating the 
American Declaration of Indepen­
dence were the thorns when citi­
zens here were satisfied with what 
they licit! sacred in their great Con­
stitution that they were violating?
* * * •
Human bodies are really manu­
facturing plants, arc they not? .Tlie 
three C's—caution, care and culti­
vation—keep these factories alive 
and producing good and evil, more 
good than evil I am happy to say 
and believe.
• ♦ • ♦
Names of varieties of birds arc 
much in evidence in the list of Eng­
lish surnames. A few for example: 
Woodcock. Pidgeon, Lark. Swallow, 
Dove, Snipe, Thrasher, Hawk. Bird, 
Crow. Jay and Goldfinch. Who will 
supply a longer list? All these sur­
names the writer has encountered.
» • » «
It was a joy to see in the Satur­
day Courier-Gazette that the Otis 
street youngsters have gone back to 
scratch in their sport fun, building 
a snow man and ambitious enough 
to originate a horse. Hurray for 
them—that is fun.
« • • *
Stars of tlie night arc like the 
truth from Divine source that en- 
dureth from generation to genera­
tion.
• * * •
The letter “P" gets into a lot 
of trouble, besides, as someone 
points out, first to pity and last to 
help. Peas are apt to be too plen­
tiful in many things. For instance, 
did you realize that every bit of 
!pepper that you purchase is half 
peas? You can make queer words 
simply by leaving the letter "P" out: 
Putter would be quite another word, 
also patter, pat and pot and park. 
And when you have no pill you are 
ill and a simple pan without the 
letter p Is nothing bur a conjunc­
tion.
Miss Dorothy Ripley of Mont­
pelier, Vt., is visiting her parents, 
Mr and Mrs. Fred Ripley.
Dorothy Lawry the able and ener- dar, Dec
getlc chairman heading the com-------------
mittee in charge.
Mr. Hanns, one of the first stu­
dents of the Curtis Institute of 
Music, to come to this section for J 
summer study and recreation, has 
steadily progressed in the successive 
years until today lie occupies an , 
important place in the list of Ameri-, 
can pianists. A native of Kansas, 
lie entered Curtis in his early teens, | 
and has been over the following 
years a pupil with Hofmann, one 
of the few the great master private-1 
ly teaches. This fact alone places ]
Mr. Harms in a position to be recog-1 
nized. At present in addition to be-j 
ing on the piano faculty at Curtis,I 
he teaches at the Manhattan School, j 
teaches privately, and concertizes. |
While he has been heard in Cam-; 
den and Rockport concerts in past | 
summers, his appearances have been ; 
all too few. especially in more re­
cent seasons, and tlie opportunity j 
to hear him in a full recital pro­
gram cannot be overlooked by music 
lovers In Rockland and vicinity.
12, 8.15 p. m.
THE
ANSWER
TO
“CHRIST-
MAS”
A regularly priced $8.50 Tele- 
chron electric clock for $4.95 is an 
outstanding Christmas special at 
Hie Central Maine Power Co. store. 
447 Main street. It is a beauty, 
and you save $3.55—adv. 146-147
Gonia's great $5000 gift stock is 
being placed on the market at sharp 
price cuts ranging from 1-2 to 1-3.— 
adv. •
Tlie first of the local Masonic As­
semblies will be held Thursday night 
In Temple hall. Vinal's music.— 
adv. •
DECEMBER
SPECIALS
Cemetery Wreaths
of boxwood
$2.00 to $5.00
Rustic Baskets 
85c, $1.00, $1.50
Flowering Plants and PoUery as 
appropriate gilts for the 
“hard lo please”
Table Centerpieces
In the gay Christmas spirit 
dress each holiday table
“FLOWERS ARE ALWAYS 
APPROPRIATE"
to
SILSBY’S 
FLOWER SHOP
TEL. 318-W
371 MAIN ST., KOI KI.AM)
144-154
SPECIAL!
MACHINELESS OIL
PERMANENT
ALL THIS WEEK 
Any Style You 
Desire—Not hing 
Extra To Pay
Regular $5.1)0 Value
Others from $2.45
Wc have placed in our stock 
Mcdc-of-thc-Momcnt Coats in 
Persian Lamb and Raccoon.
See Them Today
Lucien K. Green 
& Son
1C SCHOOL ST.. ROCKLAND
146-147
$3.50
GILBERT’S
BEAUTY SALON 
375 MAIN ST. PHONE Hi
EXTRA SPECIAL 
SHAMPOO willi 
FINGERW.WE 60c
144&146
STOCK REDUCTION SALE
$5,000 STOCK OF
GIFT GOODS•'* • V- ~1:. tf ‘ A '
Crockery, China, Glassware, 
Dinner Ware
Reduced I4,I3, ^2 in Price
Sale Starts THURSDAY
DECEMBER 8th
STORE CLOSED WEDNESDAY WHILE GOODS ARE BEING MARKED 
DOWN!
OPEN EVENINGS
EDWARD O’B. GONIA
469 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
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BACK IN DISTANT PAST from its original builder during a period covering almost the entire 
history of our nation, is worthy of 
preservation in picture and history, 
r\ I* IIP I M Uf III 1171 * L and veneration as the oldest land-Dealing With IVIen, Women and Houses Which mark of its kind in the history of
Figured In the City’s Early History
In The Black Cat column a few 
days ago was asked the question: 
What is the oldest house in Rock­
land? Apropos of that di cusslon 
is the following article which ap­
peared in a Rockland newspaper 
May 18. 1894:
Tils first cut (referring to an 
illustration in the articlel has al-
He was a well read man. having 
a fondne-s for books beyond most 
persons of his time, and being an 
acute observer with
j Rockland
Another of the old houses still 
left in our city is the old Andrew 
Ulmer house on Elm street near 
the comer of Main. It was gutted 
and came near being utterly de­
stroyed by fire a few years ago 
since which it has not been occu-1 children. Dolly
who built the old bouse on what 
is now Elm street, lt stood at that: 
time in a field with its face as now 
turned toward the road from Owl's 
Read to the North end. and by a 
bend at what is now Maverick 
square, to Blacklngton's corner. It 
was a large and grand house for 
its day. It was built aboot 90 years 
ego. probably more Andrew 2nd 
born in 1898 was probably the first 
child born ln the hou e. The older 
Ann. Susanna and
A SUMMER IN WYOMING
Arthur Spragg Tries Fishing, Dancing 
Gold Mining “Out Thar”
and
ASTONISHING > 
RECOVERIES/
from the disagreeable symptoms of Round Worm 
infestations have been attributed to Dr. True's 
Elixir by enthusiastic parents who have given 
their children the benefits of the double properties 
of this esteemed family medicine. It is recom­
mended as a laxative and to expel Round Worms 
• Used for 86 Years •
a retentive pied bu, its sheU is in a good state,Jane- couW hard‘V h“ve bcen ^rn 
memory of the men and things he o[ preservation as will be seen by 
had seen in various parts of the1 the cut.
world he was a very interesting I The Ulmer family is one of the 
conversationalist. He knew how to oldest and best known in connec- 
hsten also as well as to talk, both tion with the earlier and later his- 
leady been published as a birthplace j of which characteristics made him tory of Rockland. It dates back 
ol th? late Knott C Perry. As the a mot agreeable companion. H? to Captain John Ulmer, a native
oldest house now standing in the was an excellent neighbor and citi- o; Germany. where he was born in
city it is worthy of more particular zen. 1736. He came to this country with
notice. His children were Angelia. bom hls father in 174<> when he was
It was built by John Crockett March 20. 1815, married Joseph fcur years oi<t tn the first company Meservey and lived and died here,
con ideiably over ICO years ago. The Furbish and died Nov. 4. 1851. iof immigrants who settled in Broad dane marrled Ezekiel Stearns and
first house that John Crockett built1 Sophia S. born May 10. 1817 I Bay. new Waldoboro where he grew
'lr. it, but all th? children 
I Andrew 2nd; Joseph in 1810. 
rison in 1814. Catherine in
after
Har-
1816.
must certainly have been born in it. 
Ol Andrewfir t's children. Dolly 
married Daniel Cowing of Rockland 
and died here in 1852 Ann mar­
ried Edward P Staples of Thomas­
ton and lived and died there. Sus­
anna married Colonel Nathaniel
The editor's desk was piled high 
yesterday forenoon with nuggets, 
fossiis and other relics such as one 
might be expected to bring out of 
the wild and ' woolly West. The 
nuggets were mainly iron pyrites cr 
Foci's Gold," but one of the sou­
venirs was a sure-enough rattle­
snake's tail, all that remained of a 
reptile, which had been unwise 
enough to get in front of a tourist's 
car.
The tourist responsible for the in-
specimens. including a piece of a 
turtle said to have been 1000 years 
old.
Arthur Spragg went onto tiie 
ranch decidedly a tenderfoot as far 
as horseback riding was concerned, 
but proved to be an excellent sub­
ject. Between whiles, however, he 
experienced the discomforts which 
come to every greenhorn. He rode 
five miles the first day and 25 the 
seoond, and there was quite a long 
while after the second day when it
Dr.True’s Elixir
THE TRUE FAMILY LAXATIVE AND ROUND WORM EXPELLER
was a log cabin. At that time the Knott C.. married Deborah L. 
nearest house on the south was the Grant and died cn Sunday, the 6th 
Reed cabin, near the corner of Main of this month.
to manhood, married Catherine
lived and died in Thomaston. 
Andrew second, married Lucinda
B. Thomas
Joseph married Ann E Fale\ re­
and Limerock streets and the next 
was Jonathan Crockett's on what 
i- now the Sea street point.
John Crockett was the son of 
Jonathan Crockett 1st, who was 
born in Falmouth now Portland. 
July 2. 1741. married Elionai Rob­
bins. Jan 18. 1763. was one of the 
earliest settlers of what is now 
Rockland and died here April 20 
1829. aged 88 years.
John Crockett was born Oct. 28 
1765. married Rebecca Blackington
Ephraim M„ born Feb. 2. 1823. 
died Jan. 26. 1862.
John Jarvis, bom Jan. 26. 1825; 
married Mary F. Cawl of Brooklyn, 
N. Y, Aug. 4. 1852
Oliver A. born March 15. 1824 
and died April 29. 1829
All of these children, except Jarvis 
and Oliver, were born in the old 
hcuse now under consideration. 
Joseph Furbish, who had married 
Angelia Perry. Oct. 31. 1834. was 
the next occupant of the old hous“
Remilly. and raised a family of 13 
children. His brothers, Captain
Fhilip M and Gen. George settled] n'o_ved t0 California and died there
daughter of a Mr Blackington wno to whem Ephraim Perry first deed-
lived and died in Attleboro, Mass . 
bu: whose widow married Oliver 
Robbins of Thomaston and brought 
the children of her first husband 
with her. and lived with her til! 
he died in 1807 Soon after his 
death his widow went to live with 
her son. Hon. Knott Crockett, alter­
ed it before his death. Mr. Fur­
bish occupied it until his death onlv 
a few years since. Having married 
a second time, after his first wife's 
death, his widow. Mrs. Louisa A. 
'Wightt Furbish still owns and 
lives in it. To the present genera­
tion it is better known as the Fur-
ward first mayor of Rockland and i bish house, than by either of its 
pre ident as he had teen cashier former designations.
ot the Liine Rock bank, and a 
maiden sister, in what is now the 
Hamilton house, then recently built 
and occupied by Knott Croc-keit 
Here she continued to reside until 
her death many years later.
John Crockett's children were: j bom Aug 9, and died Sept. 9 
Nancy, married Ephraim Perry' 1st. Capt. Mauran P born in
Mr Furbish during most of his 
life in Rockland was engaged in 
active business as a dealer in stoves 
and hardware. His children by both 
wives were born in this house. Those 
by the first wife were Joseph H.
1835; 
1837.
Knott who never married. Rebecca married Annie M Parsons of Ban- 
who married Tileston Healey, Elio- gor. and perished with his crew, 
nai. married Captain John Lindsey, five in number at Simmons Point. 
Scphia and Oeorge who died youns near Nahant in the schooner Lion.
All of these children, with the wrecked at that place in a snow 
possible exception of Nancy and storm, Dec. 10. 1864. Hundreds from 
Knott, who may have been bom in the beaches witnessed the catas- 
Ihe old log cabin already mentioned trophe. but were powerless to render 
were born in the present structure ' any assistance.
and lived there till their father's, Capt. Frederick, bom Feb. 22. 
death in 1807 1838. entered the United States
Meantime Captain Ephraim Perry navy, 1862 as master's mate was 
who had married Nancy Crockett, promoted to acting ensign died at 
Nov. 15, 1818. occupied the old New Orleans of yellow fever. Oct. 
home stead after the mother went 26. 1863
to live with her son Knott, from 
which circumstance the house came 
to be known to the next generation 
as the Perry house. Mr. Perry' was 
the son of John Perry of Vinal 
Haven, then known as Fox Island 
end was born at the Island in 1788
During most of his long life Mr. 
Perry was a master mariner, sail­
ing out of this port and rarely re­
maining ashore more than two or 
three years at a time, and that at 
long intervals, until in a ripe old 
age he retired from the sea alto- 
rether.
During these intervals he did 
seme trading, at one time in one 
of three old stores at Blackington's 
Comer, where at that time most 
cf the trading of the place was 
done. He also, in connection with 
ether parties, built vessels, among
Emma S. C„ born in 1842 mar­
ried Alonzo Pease and now resides 
in Missouri.
Richard P. born in 1850 now 
lives in the old Stone Perry house' here in 18*5 
Maverick square.
Joseph, born in 1851, and died in ! 
infancy.
Mrs. Louise 'Wight) Furbish has 
a daughter.
Clara L., who is the wife of Fred 
R. Spear of this city, an acom- 
pli hed and highly esteemed lady 
in our musical and social circles.
A hcuse that has sheltered four 
generations, that is older than any 
other now standing in the city that 
is still in excellent condition, bid­
ding fair with good usage and prop­
at Ducktrap. George was a vali­
ent soldier of the Revolution and 
afterward major general of the 
Sixth division of the militia, sheriff 
of Hancock county, senator of 
Mascachusetts and Maine, lived to 
a good old age and died in 1826. 
Sc much interest attaches to the 
record of John's 13 children that 
it is worth repeating in full.
George was the first bom. He 
married: First. Mrs. Mary Beckett; 
second. Miriam Townsend: removed 
tr Rockland for a time and after­
ward to Camden and Hope, dying 
in the last naraed place—more of 
him later. Mary, the second child, 
married Peter Swartz, one of the 
Broad Bay settlers and lived 
and died in Waldoboro. John 
2nd. bom in 1763. married first Eu­
nice Barrows, second Chloe Bar- 
rows. her sister, and third Annie 
Andrews of St. George removed 
for a while to Burnham but re­
turned to Rockland and died Jan. 
15. 1831. in Ulmer's mill, as was 
supposed from arsenic, which was 
kept in the mill for the purpose of 
destroying rats, and was taken by­
mistake for medicine for an attack 
of Illness in the night. More of 
him later.
Margaret, bom Sept. 16. 1765. 
married Jacob Achorn. lived and 
died in Rockland April 25, 1849 
Hannah, a twin sister, married Henry- 
Hyder and lived and died in Cas­
tine. Jacob married Margaret 
Swartz, removed to Rockland, built 
mills, etc., and died here Dec. 7., 
1848. Matthias married Betsey 
Demuth. lived in Rockland and died 
here in 1841.
Mary, married first Rev. Henry 
Crcner; second. Isaac Brown; lived 
and died in Rockland.
Maj. Philip. married Susan 
Schwartz, was at times a deputy 
herifT. a militta officer, and died
Harrison married Lydia Kollock, 
and died here.
Catherine was thrice married, 
first to Eliphahet Seyers, second 
to Augustus Hanaky third to Capt 
Thomas Tate and died here.
A PLUCKY POSY
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
teresting collection on the writer's didn't seem to him that he ever 
desk yesterday was Arthur Spragg. j wanted to see another equine, 
manager of the local agency of the I To the top of the Continental Di- 
Singer Sewing Machine Co.'s local vide at Berthod Pass rode the tour- 
agency, who, with his brother Carfists. reaching a height of 11.300 
spent the late summer and early fall feet, where they had the usual ex­
in Wyoming, where resides the perience with the rarefied otinos- 
Spragg boys' uncle. John K. Hartt phere, and where Arthur Spragg 
of Rawlins. suddenly lost his desire to smoke.
The tourists turned Westward Wyoming, according to The Cou- 
July 3 and were back home Nov. rier-Gazette reporters informant. 
10. Enroute to Wyoming the has more game than any other 
Spraggs passed through 10 States State in the Union—antelopes.
and so arranged their return itiner­
ary that they crossed 11 other
States.
Their uncle. Mr. Hartt. is proprie­
tor of a ranch on which are 43.000
Reading of Mi> Crczler'a butter- -'he*P belonging to the Pioneer and 
cups gave me the idea that perhaps] C°w Creek outfits.
I could help fill up the voracious: A tenderfoot finds plenty to in-
Black Cat Under the writer’s 
window is a delphinium which car. 
surely take it. It is a little fellow 
tut it kept right cn "sawing wood" 
through even' change of weather, 
end it is now standing in a snow 
bank, bravely- flaunting its six 
blossoms in defiance of all the
terest him in this part of the West, 
one of the diversions being trout 
fishing, but Arthur Spragg's appe­
tite did not quite react to the spec­
tacle of seeing fish cooked before 
their heads had been removed
Prospecting for gold had its al-
sheep. deer, bears, rabbits, sage 
chickens, etc The Spraggs saw 
whole herds of antelopes, but didn't 
do any shooting for the very suffi­
cient reason that a non-resident 
license costs $50 and permits the 
shooting of antelopes and deer, only.
Another popular diversion was 
dancing. Western folks trip the light 
fantastic and their idea seems to be 
that they should begin at 9 p. ir.. 
and keep it up until 5 a. m Regu­
lar old-fashioned hoe-downs.
Curiously enough the tourists pa'd 
their highest prices for gasoline 
seven miles from the plant of the 
The cheap-
lurements. and the Spraggs are will 
winds that blow What an example dig to admit they got highly excited Sinclair Refining Co. 
tor tho e of us to contemplate who
sit and hold out our hands for help 
Allen M Conary 
Tenants Harbor. Dec 2.
A good epigram: "Success is never 
attained by staying awake at night, 
but by staying awake in the day­
time."
WEDNESDAY ONLY AT STRAND
"SAY IT IN FRENCH”
when they came across iron pyrites est price was in Des Moines. Iowa 
whicli apparently contained nug- where they tanked up at the rate cf 
gets fit for a King's ransom Other nine gallons for 99 cents, 
forms of mineral were also discov- In Denver, known as the "Mile 
ered. and were sent to Idaho High City," they were only three 
Springs for assay. They failed to hours ahead of a big flood, and 
develop gold in sufficient quanti-, were six hours covering 27 miles 
ties. | On the return trip Arthur Spragg.
They found many good petrified traveling alone, visited a relative.
________________________________ Mrs. Marie Harrison, who is on the
staff of a Berwyn (Ill.) newspaper. 
He was delayed three weeks in Des 
j Moines, awaiting repairs to his au­
tomobile and stopped in Reading. 
Mass., where his brother Carl has 
j since returned.
"Had a grand time," said Arthur 
Spragg. "but never a moment when 
I lost my love for Maine."
MONEY-SAVING HINTS 
ON HOME HEATING
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
Firing the Furnace
Many householders when firing their furnaces shovel in what they think is the right amount of 
coal, then close the door and leave 
the fire. This is by no means the 
most economical way to fire a 
furnace.
To get the most satisfactory 
results from your 
heating plant fol­
low these simple 
rules when firing:
First, shake the 
grates gently 
when it is neces­
sary to make room 
for fresh coal; 
stop shaking as 
soon as you see 
the first red glow 
in the ashpit.
Shaking down live 
coals is wasteful.
Next, with 
shovel or hoe, pull
the live coals forward so that the 
firebed is level with the firedoor 
in front and slopes downward 
toward the back of the furnace.
Be careful not to stir up the lay­
er of ash underneath the coal. 
Put the first charge of coal into 
the hollow thus formed, filling 
it up to the level of the firedoor. 
Always leave a spot of live coals 
directly in front of the firedoor. 
This “hot-spot” will ignite the 
gases rising from 
the fresh coal and 
prevent them 
from escaping in­
to the chimney 
unronsumed. To 
aid in burning off 
the gaees driven 
from the fresh 
fuel leave the 
small damper on 
the firedoor open 
ahout the thick­
ness of a wooden 
match.
By refueling 
your furnace as I
have suggested above, you will 
not only enjoy better heat with 
longer firing periods, but your 
coal will last longer. (3)
adventure brimmed to the last page 
with the most fascinating experi­
ences and earnest urge to take the 
world for what it is worth. Full of 
fresh, hard fought enterprise and 
vivid stories of travel around the 
world; showing fine character in 
some vigorous and narrow escapes.
Houghton Mifflin Co., excrutiating labor and heroic de- 
; termination.
Dick Hallet. a Boothbay boy with 
...■ always keen anxiety to take his ex-
Trouble, I ploits lightly and get back home to 
write his thrilling tales There is a
“The Rolling World”
Dick Hallet Not Afraid To 
Tell the World Of His 
Misadventures
The Rolling World by Richard
Hallet,
Boston.
This is a rollicking, jolly book of
Slaughter. Sausage. Stew 
Turnip, and Vanilla."
In closing, a word of warning quality about Richard Hallet that
Andrew, born in 1778 married 
first Jane Overlock in 1799; second 
Lucy Brown in 1839. a farmer in 
that day. in the very heart of what 
' is new the city of Rockland, and 
aied here April 10. 1845.
Sarah, married William Brown, 
i and subsequently lived and died 
; ir. Camden.
Captain Martin, bom in January, 
1783. married Susan Stoddard in 
1803 and died here in 1830
Catherine, born May 10, 1785. 
married Captain Jonathan Crockett
er repairs, to last another century, i Qne Qf Qur very earlJest setUws and ; 
that almost from the close of the ..... ». .—
American Revolution has echoed
citizens, and died Jan. 31, 1863
Catherine, the mother of these 
13 children, lived to be 83 and died 
Sept. 14. 1824. It will be seen from 
this record that the Ulmer family | 
has been connected by marriage' 
with many other of our oldest and ! 
leading families, and has neces-' 
sarily played a large and important I 
part in the history of Rockland.
Now to go back in this history [
i ’ SA while Oaptain John Ulmer lived at I
i ! Waldoboro, his sons George and |
John came to Rockland and cleared 
up a large tract of land, which the 
father had taken up in what is 
now the very center of this city, g ' 1 ! Iln 1794 Captain John himself re-
I J i moved his family to this tract of
land and settled upon it for the rest 
iof his life. He was man of large 
property for those days and pos- 
I sessed a vast amount of business 
i sagacity and energy. He opened 
! the first lime rock quarry within 
! what are now the limits of the 
| city, and burned the first lime in 
j this section of what was then 
Thomaston. He built and owned 
a number of vessels, and as a large 
j part of Rockland was then covered 
j with fine timber he erected mills, 
saw-ed and shipped lumber, and dad 
a thriving business of a general 
character. It was he who being 
I jeered at for settling in such a 
wilderness declared, as it would 
seem almost prophetically, that it 
[ would one day become a city. He 
{was a devout man. and having more 
] than ordinary ability, often offici- 
j ated in religious exercises, not un- 
frequently turning his large log 
house into a place for religious 
meetings in which he bore the con­
spicuous part.
Andrew Ulmer 1st was one of his 
most energetic sons, and he it was
others the schooner Lafayette, the to the shouts and laughter or wit- ] 
brig Brandywine and the schooner nessed the sobs and sorrows of the 
Denny McCobb. I continuous line of descendants
Happy Hope Farm
Wherein Mrs. Savage Needs 
Must Don Husband’s 
Rubber Boots
about the use of oil and coal heaters 
these cold winter days. Remember 
to have plenty of air. A recent tra­
gedy was recorded when infant 
twins smothered by an oil heater in 
a closed room. Poor babies, slain by 
the love that was over solicitous.
needs vast spaces and wide horizons. 
He makes you feel truth in his 
telling—a natural seaman, a lover 
of things not afraid to tell of his 
own misadventures.
Read The Rolling World if you 
want several hours of fascinating
forgetting that heaters require a adventure and quaint, old sayings, 
good circulation of oxygen to make This is really his autobiography and 
them safe. full of real romance.
Nancy Stedman Savage, ) K. S. F.
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal 
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office, 
priced at only—
20 for $1.00 
25 for $1.00 
50 for $1.00
and the better class of cards at prices 
exceptionally low
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
Smarter than ever . . . and yet . . . for all their warm cheer 
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you 
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for S1.00 to 50 for S1.00. 
Postage 10 cents extra.
Don’t wait!! Come now while the selection is large. 
Samples on display at
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Look what Ray Milland discovers cutside his door in this scene from 
the new comedy, “Say It In French!" No wonder he's all smiles! For it’s 
vivacious Olympe Bradna, his new leading lady in the picture. But she’s 
not really the maid—it's all part of the youngsters’ efforts to keep their 
marriage a secret! I he sketch is by Fritz Siebel, brilliant young European 
caricaturist.—adv.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
“BROTHER RAT”
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— 
j Our first real snow storm was cer- 
j tainjy full grown when it arrived. 
Personally, Id rather see snow on 
i the ground this time of year than 
have that fog, drizzle kind of 
weather. There's something so 
1 clean looking in freshly fallen snow.
covering up all that is ugly in the
. winter landscape.
I had to literally step into my
| husband's boots to get through the 
| snow drifts, since my own boots re- 1 
quire a struggle to get them on. 1 
wonder why manufacturers of rub-! 
ber goods think modern women still 
have narrow, low arched feet and 
make their boots accordingly?
This is the time of year when we 
have to think about our wood supply 
for the coming year. How many 
know tha‘ the different kinds of 
wood have smell as different as that 
of flowers? I know that an ex­
perienced woodsman can name a 
bit of wood in the dark, merely by 
smelling and feeling of it.
The tamarack the Indians named 
ka-neh-tens, meaning "the leaves 
fall,” has a most delicious lemon 
fragrance when half dry. The 
sugar maple also has a pleasing 
fragrance, but one of its cousins has 
a very offensive odor. Woodsmen 
have a name for it, but though the 
word is found in the Bible, it 
wouldn’t be elegant enough to name 
here.
Everyone is familiar with the 
sweet or black birch, and the sas­
safras, both of which have a pleas­
ing aromatic fragrance; and who 
doesn’t enjoy a walk through a 
close ranked grove of pines, breath­
ing deeply of the health giving, 
piney smell of their sap?
To change the subject, we who 
have been given old family names 
like John, Paul, Luke, Nancy, Sam­
uel, Ruth, etc., ought to feel very 
thankful after reading the following 
clipping, taken from “Grit."
“On the basis of birth records 
Louisiana stands ready to match 
odd given names for babies with 
those of any State. Names recorded
by parents for their children during j 
the last few years run the gamut j 
from Minus to Two-bits. Including 
in the amazing list are the follow­
ing; Castor Oil, Delirious, Evil, 
Ether, Elevator, Fraidy, Gee-Whizz, 
Hard-times, Hence. Loveless, Louse, 
Masterkey, Muddle, Me, Pickle, Pill, 
Please, Rat, Real-Dimple, Rascal,
AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY
"Often a fiancee, but never a bride!"—Thai's the fix this girl is in! 
For she's Heather Angel, long-suffering screen sweetheart of John How­
ard, known to fans as “Bulldog Drummond." They will be seen in the chief 
roles in Paramount’s new thrill-drama. “Arrest Bulldog Drummond!"—ad.
THURSDAY
Honor guard! Wayne Morris and Priscilla Lane under an arbor of 
cadet sabras in "Brother Kat," the riotous comedy of military school life. 
—adv.
j
Spencer Tracy and Bobs Watson in “Boys Town”.
There will be a special children's matinee Thursday at 4 o'clock, 10c,—adv.
